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 Preface

The DirX Troubleshooting Guide describes how to solve problems that can occur in DirX
installations. The book is organized as follows:

l Chapter 1 provides a summary of the DirX Meta Directory product suite architecture
and describes the executables installed with DirX.

l Chapter 2 describes the information-gathering tools that you can use to obtain status
information about DirX component operation.

l Chapter 3 describes problems related to DirX installation.

l Chapter 4 describes problems related to the DirX clients.

l Chapter 5 describes problems related to the LDAP server.

l Chapter 6 describes problems related to the DSA.

l Chapter 7 describes problems related to adding X.509 attributes.

l Chapter 8 provides DirX tuning and resource usage information.

l Chapter 9 provides a list of frequently asked questions about DirX problems.

l Appendix A lists the exception messages that can be returned by DSA and LDAP
server components.

l Appendix B lists the exit codes returned by DirX binaries.

DirX Document Set
The DirX document set consists of the following manuals:

l DirX Introduction. Use this book to obtain conceptual information about the X.500
standard and how DirX implements the standard.

l DirX Administration Guide. Use this book to understand the basic DirX administration
tasks and how to perform them with the DirX administration tools DirXmanage, dirxcp
and dirxadm.

l DirX Administration Reference. Use this book to obtain reference information about
DirX administration tools and their command syntax, string representations for
attributes, configuration files, environment variables and file locations of the DirX
installation.

l DirX Advanced Administration Notes. Use this book to obtain reference information
about advanced DirX administration tasks.
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l DirX Troubleshooting Guide (this manual). Use this book to track down and solve
problems in your DirX installation.

l DirX Release Notes. Use this book to install DirX and to understand the features and
limitations of the current release.

Notation Conventions
Boldface type

In text, bold words and characters identify important terms and keywords.

In command syntax, bold words and characters represent commands or keywords
that must be entered exactly as shown.

In examples, bold words and characters represent user input.

Italic type

In command syntax, italic words and characters represent placeholders for
information that you must supply.

[  ]

In command syntax, square braces enclose optional items.

{  }

In command syntax, braces enclose a list from which you must choose one item.

In Tcl syntax, you must actually type in the braces, which will appear in boldface type.

 |

In command syntax, the vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

...

In command syntax, ellipses indicate that the previous item can be repeated.

/opt/dirx

The exact name of the root of the directory where DirX programs and files are
installed. The default installation directory is /opt/dirx on UNIX systems and
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx on Windows NT systems. During installation, the
installation directory can be specified. In this manual, the installation-specific portion
of pathnames is shown in italic using the default directory name. Throughout the
manual, the UNIX style for pathnames is used.
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Chapter

1 DirX Architecture and Executables Overview

This chapter provides a technical overview of the DirX Meta Directory product suite
architecture and lists the names and functions of the executables installed with the DirX
product. Refer to the chapter "DirX Components" in the DirX Introduction for a detailed
description of each DirX Meta Directory product's features and functions.

1.1 DirX Architectural Components
The DirX Meta Directory product suite consists of the following products:

l DirX

l DirXmetahub

l DirXdiscover

l DirXweb

DirX and DirXmetahub are Meta Directory server products, while DirXweb and
DirXdiscover are Meta Directory client products.

The DirX product suite consists of a client package and a server package. The client
package includes:

l The dirxcp administrative program. The dirxcp program runs as a DAP client when it
communicates with the DSA, and runs as an LDAP client when it communicates with
the LDAP server. The program runs on both Windows NT and UNIX platforms.

l The dirxadm administrative program. The dirxadm program is an RPC client,
because it uses RPC to communicate with the DSA. The program runs on both
Windows NT and UNIX platforms.

l The DirXmanage graphical administrative program. DirXmanage is both a DAP client
and an RPC client of the DSA because it is a graphical user interface that overlays
dirxcp and dirxadm functions. DirXmanage runs on Windows NT platforms, but can
administer remote DSAs on UNIX systems.

l The LDAP server. The LDAP server is a protocol converter that accepts LDAP v2 and
v3 requests from clients and converts them to DAP requests to the DSA.
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Consequently, the LDAP server acts both as an LDAP protocol server and a DAP
client.

The DirX server package includes all of the components of the client package plus the
DirX DSA, which supports the X.500 DSP, DISP and DAP protocols.

A deployed directory service typically includes the DirX product, other DirX Meta Directory
products and non-DirX components, such as:

l Other DUAs and DSAs in the directory service

l Other LDAP clients, for example, Micosoft Outlook

The following figure illustrates the DirX product suite and the communications paths and
protocols between DirX product components, DirX Meta Directory products, and non-DirX
components in a directory service.
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Figure 1: DirX Meta Directory Architecture
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1.2 DirX Binaries
The binaries installed with DirX include:

l The server binaries

l The administration binaries

l Binaries that decode information saved in binary files

l Binaries for database checking and repair

1.2.1 Server Binaries

The server binaries consist of the executables that support the X.500 and LDAP protocols
and executables that start and stop these processes. The following table lists the names
and functions of the server binaries installed with DirX and indicates which DirX product
package includes the component: client (C), server (S), or both (C/S).

Table 1: DirX Server Binaries

Executable
(Windows NT/
2000)

Executable
(UNIX)

Function DirX
Product
Package

dirxdsa.exe dirxdsa DSA process that supports the
X.500 protocols (DAP, DSP, DISP)

S

dirxldapv3.exe dirxldapv3 LDAP process that supports the
LDAP v2 and v3 protocols

C/S

dirxsrv.exe dirxdsas Process that starts and stops the
DSA and LDAP server

C/S

1.2.2 Administration Binaries

The administration binaries are the executable programs that send DAP, LDAP, and RPC
requests to the server processes and perform the main administrative functions on the
DirX servers. The following table lists the names and functions of the administrative
binaries installed with DirX.
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Table 2: DirX Administration Binaries

Executable
(Windows NT/2000)

Executable
(UNIX)

Function DirX
Product
Package

dirxadm.exe dirxadm Administrative (RPC)
client (Tcl-based)

C/S

dirxcp.exe dirxcp DAP and LDAP client
(Tcl-based)

C/S

DirXmanage.exe n/a Administrative, DAP,
and RPC client (GUI on
Windows NT)

C/S

DirXmanageReport.exe n/a DirXmanage
subcomponent that
creates reports on
selected schemas

C/S

DirXmanageViewLogFile.exe n/a DirXmanage
subcomponent that
displays logging
information

C/S

DirXmon.exe n/a DirXmanage
subcomponent that
creates monitoring
information

C/S

The DirX Administration Guide and DirX Administration Reference provide task-oriented
and reference information about these tools.

1.2.3 Information-Decoding Binaries

The information-decoding binaries are administrative binaries that you use to decode the
information in binary-formatted files generated by DirX logging facilities.The following
table lists the names and functions of the information-decoding binaries installed with
DirX.
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Table 3: DirX Information Decoding Binaries

Executable
(Windows NT/2000)

Executable
(UNIX)

Function Server/
client

dirxauddecode.exe dirxauddecode Binary used to decode the
binary-formatted audit log
files generated by the DirX
auditing facility

S

dirxdumplog.exe dirxdumlog Binary used to decode the
binary-formatted trace log
files generated by the DirX
trace logging facility

C/S

n/a dirxcmxl Binary used to decode the
binary-formatted CMX trace
log files.

C/S

The DirX Administration Guide and DirX Administration Reference provide task-oriented
and reference information about these tools.

1.2.4 Database Checking and Repair Binaries

The following table lists the names and functions of the binaries for DirX DSA database
checking and repair.

Table 4: Database Checking and Repair Binaries

Executable
(Windows
NT/2000)

Executable
(UNIX)

Function DirX
Product
Package

dirxlist.exe dirxlist Binary used to display ISAM
file index contents

S

dirxcheck.exe dirxcheck Binary used to check and
repair ISAM file integrity

S

dirxpack.exe dirxpack Binary used to pack and
rebuild ISAM files

S

dirxreorg.exe dirxreorg Binary used to check for DirX
database and schema
inconsistencies, to repair
particular inconsistencies,
and to reorganize a DirX
database

S

The DirX Administration Reference describes the functions and command syntax for the
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dirxreorg tool. The other tools listed here are not documented. To display a command
syntax description for these tools from the command line, run them with the –h option.
For example:

C:\> dirxcheck –h

dcheck - isam file integrity check/repair utility
usage - dcheck [-hifbB] <isamfile> [...]

options - h - display isam header information only
          i - just check indexes, ignore data file
          f - fix corrupt indexes
          b - rebuild all indexes
          B - rebuild specific index

1.2.5 Internal Binaries

The following table lists binaries that are internal to DirX. Do not execute these binaries
manually.
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Table 5: Internal Binaries

Executable
(Windows NT/ 2000)

Executable
(UNIX)

Function DirX
Product
Package

amscomp.exe amscomp Process required to support
different OSI transport
address formats for X.25

C/S

dirxgennsap.exe dirxgennsap Process required to support
different OSI transport
address formats for X.25

C/S

dirxipcinfo.exe n/a Binary that provides
information about the
current attached IP ports

C/S

mkbootsch.exe mkbootsch Process that creates the
default DirX DSA schema
during installation

S

mkdb.exe mkdb Process that creates the
DirX database during
installation

S

mkdbconf.exe mkdbconf Process that configures the
DirX database according
the schema information
during installation

S

sc.exe n/a Binary that starts the DirX
service after successful
installation

C/S

n/a dirxexec Binary that performs the
DirX profile on UNIX
systems before starting
dirxcp

C/S

n/a dirxdsa.sh Shell script performed at
boot time of a UNIX system
to enable remote access of
DirX

S

The amscomp and dirxgennsap internal binaries are described in detail in the DirX
Advanced Administration Notes, Appendix D, "Addresses and Configuration Information".
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Chapter

2 Getting Status Information

This chapter provides a general description of the information-gathering tools you can use
to clarify problems with DirX operation. It describes:

l The DirX logging facilities and the kinds of information they return

l Host operating system tools that return DirX status information

2.1 DirX Logging Facilities
This section describes the various types of logging performed in DirX, the information
returned by each type of logging, and where to find the logging information.

2.1.1 Exception Logging

Exception logging is a type of diagnostic logging performed by DirX server components
(the DSA and LDAP servers) and DirX client components (dirxcp, dirxadm, and
DirXmanage) in which ASCII-formatted messages are generated about component
operation. You specify the severity of exceptions to log and where to log them using
DirXmanage or logging configuration files.

On UNIX systems, exception messages are written to two separate files:

l A log file for messages about less serious events, named USRprocessID.01 by
default

l A log file for exceptions, named EXCprocessID.01 by default
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Each DirX component has a different location at which these exception log files are
stored. The following table shows the default locations for these files.

Table 6: Exception Log File Locations

DirX Component Default Exception Log File Directory

DSA /opt/dirx/server/log

LDAP server /opt/dirx/ldap/log

clients (dirxadm, dirxcp,
DirXmanage)

/opt/dirx/client/log

On Windows NT systems, exception messages from clients and servers are stored in the
NT event log, which you view with the NT Event Viewer.

The information generated as exception messages includes:

l The process's initialization steps

l Exception events that occurred

The exception log files are human-readable ASCII files. Appendix A provides an
explanation of the exception messages you may find in the USR and EXC exception log
files (UNIX) or the Event Viewer (Windows NT).

DirX is delivered with a default level of exception logging enabled. The following
documents provide more information about how to manage exception logging:

l The section "Logging Configuration Files" in the DirX Administration Reference
describes logging configuration file syntax for specifying exception log levels and
describes how to enable and disable client and server exception logging

l The section "Using DirX Diagnostic Logging" in the Chapter "Monitoring DirX" in the
DirX Administration Guide describes the logging configuration files and how they
control exception logging

l The chapter "Using DirXmanage" in the DirX Administration Guide describes the
DirXmanage features that manage exception logging

2.1.2 Trace Logging

Trace logging is a type of diagnostic logging performed by DirX server components (the
DSA and LDAP servers) and DirX client components (dirxcp, dirxadm, and DirXmanage)
in which binary-formatted messages are generated about component operation. You
specify the DirX client and server subcomponents for which to capture trace messages
and the debug level of the traces to log using DirXmanage or logging configuration files.

On UNIX and Windows NT systems, trace log messages are written to a binary file
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named named LOGprocessID.suffix by default. (By default, suffix is in the range 01
through 06 but can be changed using the logging configuration file's max_num_files
parameter.)

Each DirX component has a different location at which the trace log files are stored. The
following table shows the default locations for these files.

Table 7: Trace Log File Locations

DirX Component Default Trace Log File Directory

DSA /opt/dirx/server/log

LDAP server /opt/dirx/ldap/log

clients (dirxadm, dirxcp,
DirXmanage)

/opt/dirx/client/log

Trace log files are not human-readable. In order to read a trace log file, you must first
process it with the dirxdumplog program. The section on dirxdumplog in the DirX
Administration Reference describes the dirxdumplog program syntax and provides an
example of the program’s output.

DirX is delivered with trace logging off. The following documents provide more information
about how to manage trace logging:

l The section "Logging Configuration Files" in the DirX Administration Reference
describes logging configuration file syntax for specifying trace log subcomponent and
debug level describes how to enable and disable client and server trace logging

l The section "Using DirX Diagnostic Logging" in the Chapter "Monitoring DirX" in the
DirX Administration Guide describes the logging configuration files and how they
control trace logging

l The chapter "Using DirXmanage" in the DirX Administration Guide describes the
DirXmanage features that manage trace logging

2.1.3 Audit Logging

DirX audit logging is the process of recording operations on a DSA, usually for accounting
and billing purposes. However, DirX audit logging can be a useful tool to help you analyze
a specific set of DSA operations.

When auditing is enabled, the DirX auditing service writes information about the DSA
operations that occur into an audit log file located in:

l /opt/dirx/server/audit/audit.log (UNIX)

l C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\server\audit\audit.log (Windows NT)
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Each logged DSA operation is stored as one record in the audit log file. Information
recorded about the operation includes:

l The session ID, which is used to distinguish between different connections

l The time the operation started, and the time it ended

l The duration of the operation

l The protocol used for the operation (DAP, DSP, DISP, or local)

l The type of operation performed; for example, a bind, a search, or a remove

l Operation-specific information, such as the IP address of the initiator and the
authentication method used, if the operation was a bind, or the target object if the
operation was a search or a remove

l The result of the operation (success, or failure with error code information)

The generated audit logs are in binary format. Consequently, to examine an audit log, you
must first convert it to human-readable format with the dirxauddecode tool.

To use DirX auditing to analyze a DSA operations scenario:

1. Use DirXmanage or the dirxadm audit operation to turn on audit logging

2. Repeat the set of operations you want to audit

3. Process the audit log with the dirxauddecode tool so that you can examine it

The section "Using DirX Auditing" in Chapter "Monitoring DirX" in the DirX Administration
Guide provides more information on running the auditing facility and managing audit log
files. The section "DirX Commands" in the DirX Administration Reference provides
command syntax information and example output for the dirxadm audit operation and
the dirxauddecode tool.

2.1.4 Dirxdsas Logging (UNIX)

On UNIX systems, starting the DSA with the dirxadm sys start operation activates the
dirxdsas process, which starts the DSA (the dirxdsa process) and the LDAP server (the
dirxldapv3 process). The dirxdsas process logs its startup operations into its own
USRprocessID.01 and EXCprocessID.01 exception log files in /opt/dirx/server/log.

When the DSA or the LDAP server crash for some reason, the dirxdsas process
automatically restarts them and logs a message in its exception log file that gives the exit
code or signal which terminated the process and the message that a new process has
been started. It can be useful to examine the DSA log directory /opt/dirx/server/log to see
if other exception log files are present for processes that no longer exist.

If log files exist for other processes, it can indicate that the DSA or the LDAP server
crashed and was restarted. You can sort the log files by timestamp with ls –ltr (the output
lists the oldest files first, and the newest files last) and then examine the older EXC
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exception file to get the information on why the crash occurred.

Here is an example of dirxdsas process logging:

Wed Nov 17 11:35:07 1999 dirxdsas ERROR dir init dirxdsas.c 784-0 0x00000001
DSA was activated.
Wed Nov 17 11:35:08 1999 dirxdsas ERROR dir init dirxdsas.c 1123-0 0x00000001
LDAPServer (5151) was activated.
Wed Nov 17 11:35:28 1999 dirxdsas ERROR dir init dirxdsas.c 1174-0 0x00000001
The LDAPServer (5151) called exit(65).
Wed Nov 17 11:35:28 1999 dirxdsas NOTICE dir init dirxdsas.c 651-0 0x00000001
LDAPServer will be restarted automatically.
Wed Nov 17 11:35:28 1999 dirxdsas ERROR dir init dirxdsas.c 1123-0 0x00000001
LDAPServer (5157) was activated.

2.1.5 DirX Tools Logging

Many DirX tools perform exception and trace logging. The following table lists the DirX
tools that perform exception and trace logging, the method used to configure the tool's
logging, and the default log file directory into which they write exception messages (on
UNIX systems only) and trace log messages On Windows NT systems, DirX tools
exception messages are written to the Event Log. Each tool runs as a separate process;
consequently, the log files generated by a DirX tool are named with the tool's process ID,
as described in the sections "Exeption Logging" and "Trace Logging" in this chapter.

Note that the dirxcheck, dirxlist and dirxpack tools only log system function calls (for
example, fread, fwrite) and generate exception log messages when these functions fail.

Table 8: DirX Tool Log File Locations

DirX Tool Logging Configuration Method Default Log File Directory

dirxauddecode dam, asn1, sys subcomponents in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/server/log

dirxcheck isam, sys subcomponents in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/server/log

dirxlist isam, sys subcomponents in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/server/log

dirxpack isam, sys subcomponents in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/server/log

dirxreorg reorg subcomponent in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/server/log
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mkbootsch idb, idbn, isam, sys
subcomponents in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/server/log

mkdb idb, idbn, isam, sys
subcomponents in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/server/log

mkconf /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg /opt/dirx/server/log

amscomp ros subcomponent in
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

/opt/dirx/client/log

2.1.6 Shadow Process Event Logging

The DirX DSA shadowing subcomponents always write shadow problem messages to the
DSA EXC exception log file (UNIX systems) or the Event Log (Windows NT) . You can
use the DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable to direct the shadowing subcomponents
to write shadow processing information to the DSA USR exception log file (UNIX
systems) or the Event Log (Windows NT).The values specified in the DIRX_SHPEVENT
variable select the components that are to log shadow processing information to the DSA
USR exception log file. The following table lists the values that can be specified and the
corresponding logging that results.

Table 9: DIRX_SHPEVENT Environment Variable Values

Value Shadowing Subcomponent Logging

0 Shadow initiator subcomponent, for shadowing
agreements with scheduled update strategies only

1 Shadow initiator subcomponent

2 Shadow initiator component and LDIF component

3 All shadowing components except for the journal thread

4 All shadowing components

2.1.7 DirXdiscover Address Provider Logging

You can direct the Address Provider to log the the interface calls it makes by enabling
logging within the Windows registry. However, note that enabling Address Provider
logging significantly decreases the performance of Address Provider operations.

When Address Provider logging is enabled, two log files are written for every Exchange
session:

l A log file that contains the interface calls made by the Exchange process
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l A log file that contains the interface calls made by the MapiSpooler process

For each new session, a new pair of log files is created.

Log files are named in the format AddressProviderDllName_processid.log and are written
to the directory that contains the address provider DLL (which is the installation directory
for DirXdiscover and DirXconnect). For example:

C:\Program Files\dirxdiscover\Orgap32_FFFDD1BB.log

Enabling Address Provider Logging

The easiest way to enable Address Provider logging is to double-click the file
APTrcOn.reg in the DirXdiscover/DirXconnect installation directory. This step
immediately activates logging in the Windows registry, and the settings become effective
the next time that Outlook (or other client) is started.

The next figure shows how the registry appears after logging is enabled.

Figure 2: Windows Registry with Address Provider Logging Enabled
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To disable Address Provider logging, double-click the file APTrcOff.reg.

To create the required entries in the Windows registry directly:

1. Click the right mouse button in the right window of the Registry Editor.

2. Select New, and then click DWORD Value.

3. Click the right mouse button on the name of the new value, and then click Modify.

4. Click OK.

Use the flags shown in the following table to specify the kinds of events to log. To set a
flag in the Windows registry, double-click it.

Table 10: Address Provider Logging Event Flags

Flag Log Level

DTF_CONSTRUCTION Logs constructors and destructors of the
provider objects

DTF_FUNCTIONCALL Logs other function calls

DTF_INTERFACECALL Logs MAPI-interface method calls
(default =1)

DTF_PARAMETER Logs parameters of MAPI-interface
method calls (default =1)

If you do not specify any flags, only MAPI interface calls and their parameters are logged.

Note that the registry pathname components described in this section are not
automatically created when the product is installed.

Disabling Address Provider Hardware Exception Logging

By default, the Address Provider automatically catches hardware exceptions (for
example, access violations) and converts them to "normal" error messages (for example,
"Operation failed".) The Address Provider writes the hardware exception and its context to
the log file. In many instances, the user receives an error message that does not indicate
the hardware exception because MAPI does not evaluate the error that occurred.

You can use the Windows Registry Editor to disable Address Provider handling of
hardware exceptions. To start the Registry Editor:

1. From the Start menu, click Run.

2. Type regedit in the space provided.

Next, specify the value 0 for the path HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Siemens
Nixdorf\ORGAP32\Debug\bTranslateExceptions

If this value does not exist:
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1. Click the right mouse button in the right window of the Registry Editor.

2. Select New, and then click DWORD Value.

3. Click the right mouse button on the name of the new value, and then click Modify.

4. Click OK.

Note that the registry pathname components described in this section are not
automatically created when the product is installed.

2.1.8 DirXdiscover Process Logging

DirXdiscover error loggng (syslog) is always enabled. The DirXdiscover User Interface
process (orgd.exe) and DirXdiscover Work Process (orglapl.exe) write error log
messages to the path installation-directory\orgd.log. You can also set up DirXdiscover to
write:

l Trace information about DirXdiscover User Interface and Work Process processes

l Trace LDAP server results

l Trace the local LDAP server

Tracing Communication between the User Interface and the Work Process

To trace the communication between the DirXdiscover User Interface (orgd.exe) and the
DirXdiscover Work Process (orglapl.exe):

1. Add the following information to the file windows_directory\orgd.ini:

[Orgdlog]
SwitchedOn=1

This step enables DirXdiscover User Interface process tracing; trace messages are
written to the file installation-directory\orgdlog.txt.

2. Add the following information to the file windows_directory\orgiapl.ini:

[Orgilog]
SwitchedOn=1

This step enables DirXdiscover Work Process tracing; trace messages are written to
the file installation-directory\orgilog.txt

Tracing LDAP Server Results

To trace LDAP server results, specify the following information in the file installation-
directory\config\org.ini:

[Directory]
LdapTrace=level

where level is one of the values shown in the following table (values can be OR'ed
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together).
Table 11: LDAP Server Trace Levels

Value Trace Level

0 No trace logging

1 Logging of LDAP server read and search results

2 Logging of LDAP server input parameters

4 Logging of LDAP server return codes

8 Logging of polling for the result of the most
recent request that was sent to the LDAP server

A typical selection is Tracelevel=7. Tracing is enabled with the selected level the next time
DirXdiscover is started. Trace messages are written to the file installation-
directory\orgd.log.

You can also use the DirXdiscover Configuration Editor to enable and disable tracing.
When using Configuration Editor, your selection takes effect immediately.

Tracing the Local LDAP Server

To trace DirXdiscover's local LDAP server(s):

1. Add the following information to the file installation-directory\config\org.ini for each
LDAP server:

[database_name]

where database_name specfies the database section name of the configuration
database.

2. For the main server, add the following information to the file installation-
directory\config\org.ini:

LdapSyslogFile=filename

LdapSyslogLevel=level

where filename is the name of the trace file for the LDAP server (logging is disabled if
this information is not present in the file) and level is the LDAP server trace level,
where:

0—No trace

4095—Maximum value

12—Recommended level

The keywords for the entries of the alternative server are LdapAltSyslogFile and
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LdapAltSyslogLevel.

2.2 Host Operating System Status
The host operating system on which DirX components are running can provide:

l Information about DirX process status

l Information about TCP/IP connections

2.2.1 Getting Process Status Information

On UNIX systems, you can use the ps (process status) command to check to see
whether DirX processes are running. For example, the command string:

ps –aef | grep dirx

generates a full listing of information about all DirX processes that are currently running.
Here is an example:

cde 27064 27062  0 14:18:55 ?         0:00 /opt/dirx/bin/dirxldapv3
cde 27067 27039  0 14:19:56 pts/3     0:00 dirxcp
cde 27066 27039  0 14:19:01 pts/3     0:00 grep dirx
cde 27063 27062  0 14:18:52 ?         0:02 /opt/dirx/bin/dirxdsa -d/opt/dirx/server/DB
cde 27062   772  0 14:18:51 ?         0:00 /opt/dirx/bin/dirxdsas -d/opt/dirx

On Windows NT, you can use theTask Manager to check to see whether DirX processes
are active, as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3: Task Manager Active Process Window

2.2.2 Getting TCP/IP Connection Information

On UNIX and Windows NT systems, you can use the netstat –a command to return
status information about TCP/IP connections. The netstat command with the –a option
shows the state of all active TCP/IP sockets, including:
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l The protocol in use

l The send and receive queue sizes (in bytes)

l The local and remote addresses

l The internal state of the protocol

Use netstat –a to determine the TCP/IP protocol state (LISTEN, ESTABLISH,
TIME_WAIT, FIN_WAIT, and so on) for the sockets in use by DirX processes.
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Chapter

3 Problems with DirX Installation

This chapter describes problems associated with the installation of DirX Directory Service
software, including:

l Installing DirX for the first time

l Installing DirX upgrades

l Uninstalling DirX

This chapter also includes the following file lists:

l The list of DLLs used by DirX on Windows NT systems

l The system DLLs installed from DirX on Windows NT systems

l The list of DirX executables and the DirX shared libraries they use on AIX systems

When performing upgrade installations of DirX and when uninstalling DirX, make sure
that you terminate all DirX processes—especially metacp—before starting an upgrade or
uninstall procedure. The install and uninstall procedures check only for the following DirX
processes before executing:

l dirxcp

l dirxadm

l dirxdsa

l dirxldapv3

3.1 Insufficient Disk Space During Installation (AIX)
This error only occurs when installing DirX on AIX operating systems. The DirX
installation procedure on AIX can fail due to insufficient disk space because the dirxinst
installation program copies all files from the DirX source directory to the destination
directory. To avoid this problem, create a temporary directory—for example,
/usr/tmp/dirx50—for use as the installation source directory.
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3.2 Libraries are Missing After Installation (Windows NT)
This problem only occurs on upgrade installations of DirX on Windows NT systems. The
user performs an upgrade installation and reboots the Windows NT system. However, the
DirX Directory Service does not start because some required libraries are missing. After
login, a message box appears that identifies the missing library.

This problem can occur because:

l The user did not terminate all DirX processes before starting the upgrade procedure
(the most common reason)

l A DirX process crashed in an earlier session

To avoid this problem, the user should reboot the machine before performing an upgrade
installation and reboot it again after completing the installation procedure.

3.3 Pkgadd Utility Displays "Unique Instance" Error (UNIX)
This problem only occurs on upgrade installations of DirX on UNIX systems. The pkgadd
utility returns the following "unique instance" error when the system administrator runs it
to upgrade a DirX installation:

# pkgadd -d /cdrom/md061099/server/dirx5/sun/dirx50.pkg

The following packages are available:
  1  DirX-CL     X.500 Directory System, Client package [K06V11]
                 (sparc) 5.0B20
  2  DirX-SV     X.500 Directory System, Server package [K06V11]
                 (sparc) 5.0B20

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: 2

Processing package instance <DirX-SV> from
</cdrom/md061099/server/dirx5/sun/dirx50.pkg>

X.500 Directory System, Server package [K06V11]
(sparc) 5.0B20

Current administration requires that a unique instance of the
<DirX-SV> package be created.  However, the maximum number of
instances of the package which may be supported at one time on the
same system has already been met.

No changes were made to the system.

#

This error occurs because the default administration file /var/sadm/install/admin/default
on the machine on which DirX is being installed has been set up to permit only unique
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instances of software packages to exist on the machine. To solve this problem, the
administrator can either:

l Change the default administration file to permit multiple package installations and run
pkgadd again

l Make a copy of the default administration file, change it to permit multiple package
installations, and use this temporary file with pkgadd

To permit multiple installations, change the instance= line in the default administration file
to instance=overwrite.

Use the –a option to pkgadd to run it with a copy of the default administration file which
you have changed to permit multiple installations. For example:

pkgadd -d /cdrom/md061099/server/dirx5/sun/dirx50.pkg
       -a /tmp/mydefault

See the pkgadd manual page for complete details about pkgadd usage.

3.4 Files Are Not Removed After Uninstall (Windows NT)
This error occurs only when uninstalling DirX on Windows NT systems. When the
uninstall procedure completes, it displays a list of files that it was unable to remove from
the system. This problem can occur because:

l The user did not terminate all the DirX processes before starting the uninstall
(especially metacp)

l A DirX process crashed in an earlier session

When this problem occurs, make sure that you reboot the machine before re-installing
DirX.

3.5 List of DirX DLLs (Windows NT)
Here is a list of DirX executables and the DirX DLLs they use that are installed with the
DirX installation procedure on Windows NT.

DirXmanage.exe pid: 9e
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x1c8000  5.00.0020.0029
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\DirXManage\bin\DirXmanage.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x10000000  0xc000    1.00.0000.0001
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\DirXManage\bin\DirXDbConf.dll
  0x00230000  0x9000    1.00.0000.0001
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\DirXManage\bin\DirXNTUtil.dll
  0x5f400000  0xf2000   6.00.8267.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\MFC42.DLL
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  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00240000  0x1e000   2.00.0005.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\XSFTTR32.dll
  0x77c40000  0x140000  4.00.1381.0171  C:\WINNT\system32\SHELL32.dll
  0x77aa0000  0x75000   4.72.3612.1702  C:\WINNT\system32\COMCTL32.dll
  0x77b80000  0xb6000   4.00.1381.0190  C:\WINNT\system32\ole32.dll
  0x00260000  0x92000   2.40.4275.0001  C:\WINNT\system32\OLEAUT32.dll
  0x75fa0000  0xe000    4.02.0000.6068  C:\WINNT\System32\MFC42LOC.DLL
  0x04470000  0x91000   3.50.3602.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\GEMEIN~1\MICROS~1\DAO\DAO350.DLL
  0x779c0000  0x15000   4.2000.0000.6172  C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCRT40.dll
  0x780a0000  0x15000   5.00.0000.7022  C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCIRT.dll
  0x04000000  0x134000  3.51.2026.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\MSJET35.DLL
  0x0f9a0000  0x60000   3.00.0000.6908  C:\WINNT\System32\vbar332.dll
  0x04220000  0x9000    3.51.0623.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\MSJTER35.DLL
  0x04230000  0x22000   3.51.0623.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\MSJINT35.dll
  0x777f0000  0x3a000   4.00.1381.0093  C:\WINNT\System32\NetApi32.Dll
  0x77830000  0x9000    4.00.1371.0001  C:\WINNT\System32\NETRAP.dll
  0x777d0000  0xd000    4.00.1381.0135  C:\WINNT\System32\SAMLIB.dll
  0x5f7f0000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0160  C:\WINNT\System32\rpcltc1.dll
  0x75450000  0xf000    4.00.1381.0173  C:\WINNT\System32\Perfctrs.dll
  0x74b70000  0x9000    4.00.1381.0104  C:\WINNT\System32\snmpapi.dll
  0x749d0000  0x6000    4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\System32\tapiperf.dll
  0x76ab0000  0xf000    4.00.1381.0169  C:\WINNT\System32\INETMIB1.DLL
  0x21000000  0x264000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxapi.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x01b10000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x01b20000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x01b40000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x01b60000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x01f80000  0x84000   1.00.0000.0001
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\DIRXMA~1\BIN\DXAATM~1.DLL
  0x02520000  0xc000                    C:\Programme\Data Fellows\F-
Secure\Anti-Virus\DFSAV32.DLL
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DirXMon.exe pid: bb
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x26000   5.00.0020.0029
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\DirXManage\bin\DirXMon.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x21000000  0x264000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxapi.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x00280000  0x1e000   2.00.0005.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\XSFTTR32.dll
  0x002a0000  0xc000    1.00.0000.0001
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\DirXManage\bin\DirXDbConf.dll
  0x002b0000  0x9000    1.00.0000.0001
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\DirXManage\bin\DirXNTUtil.dll
  0x5f400000  0xf2000   6.00.8267.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\MFC42.DLL
  0x77aa0000  0x75000   4.72.3612.1702  C:\WINNT\system32\COMCTL32.dll
  0x75fa0000  0xe000    4.02.0000.6068  C:\WINNT\System32\MFC42LOC.DLL
  0x01550000  0x92000   2.40.4275.0001  C:\WINNT\System32\OLEAUT32.dll
  0x77b80000  0xb6000   4.00.1381.0190  C:\WINNT\system32\ole32.dll
  0x04470000  0x91000   3.50.3602.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\GEMEIN~1\MICROS~1\DAO\DAO350.DLL
  0x779c0000  0x15000   4.2000.0000.6172  C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCRT40.dll
  0x780a0000  0x15000   5.00.0000.7022  C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCIRT.dll
  0x04000000  0x134000  3.51.2026.0000  C:\WINNT\System32\MSJET35.DLL
  0x0f9a0000  0x60000   3.00.0000.6908  C:\WINNT\System32\vbar332.dll
  0x088b0000  0xc000                    C:\Programme\Data Fellows\F-
Secure\Anti-Virus\DFSAV32.DLL

amscomp.exe pid: c7
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x3c000   0.00.0000.0000  C:\TEMP\listdlls\amscomp.exe
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  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll

dirxadm.exe pid: 9d
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x23000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\dirxadm.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x21000000  0x264000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libdirxapi.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libdirxutil.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libdirxexception.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\ossapi.dll
  0x00280000  0xd6000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libtcl80.dll

dirxauddecode.e pid: 9b
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  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x10000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxauddecode.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x21000000  0x264000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxapi.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x22000000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossdmem.dll
  0x011a0000  0xc000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedapi.dll
  0x011b0000  0x13000   4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedber.dll
  0x011d0000  0x9000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\cstrain.dll

dirxcheck.exe pid: c5
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x20000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxcheck.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
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  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll

dirxcp.exe pid: 2a
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x1c000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\dirxcp.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x21000000  0x264000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libdirxapi.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libdirxutil.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libdirxexception.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\ossapi.dll
  0x00280000  0xd6000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\Programme\Siemens\DirX\bin\libtcl80.dll

dirxdsa.exe pid: 65
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxdsa.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
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  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x10000000  0x407000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxserv.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x00230000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x00240000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00260000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00280000  0x2a000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libphonem.dll
  0x002b0000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x22000000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossdmem.dll
  0x015b0000  0xc000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedapi.dll
  0x015c0000  0x13000   4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedber.dll
  0x015e0000  0x9000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\cstrain.dll
  0x5f7f0000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0160  C:\WINNT\System32\rpcltc1.dll
  0x016f0000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\cpyval.dll
  0x77650000  0xf000    4.00.1381.0037  C:\WINNT\system32\msafd.dll
  0x77680000  0x9000    4.00.1381.0037  C:\WINNT\System32\wshtcpip.dll
  0x01d00000  0x15000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libnds.dll
  0x01d20000  0x13000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\pcmx32\CMXRFC32.DLL
  0x01d40000  0x11000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\cmxsel32.dll

dirxdumplog.exe pid: bf
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x1e000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxdumplog.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
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  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll

dirxgennsap.exe pid: be
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x13000   0.00.0000.0000  C:\TEMP\listdlls\dirxgennsap.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll

dirxlist.exe pid: 8f
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x1f000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxlist.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll

dirxpack.exe pid: ba
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  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x1f000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxpack.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll

dirxreaddb.exe pid: a7
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0xa8000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxreaddb.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x10000000  0x407000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxserv.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x00230000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00240000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00260000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00280000  0x2a000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libphonem.dll
  0x002b0000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
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dirxreorg.exe pid: 4b
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x13000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxreorg.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x10000000  0x407000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxserv.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x00230000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00240000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00260000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00280000  0x2a000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libphonem.dll
  0x002b0000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x5f7f0000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0160  C:\WINNT\System32\rpcltc1.dll
  0x22000000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossdmem.dll
  0x015c0000  0xc000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedapi.dll
  0x015d0000  0x13000   4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedber.dll
  0x015f0000  0x9000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\cstrain.dll

dirxrpcinfo.exe pid: c5
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0xb000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxrpcinfo.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
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  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x74fd0000  0xe000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\rnr20.dll
  0x77650000  0xf000    4.00.1381.0037  C:\WINNT\system32\msafd.dll
  0x77680000  0x9000    4.00.1381.0037  C:\WINNT\System32\wshtcpip.dll

dirxsrv.exe pid: 57
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\dirxsrv.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x5f7f0000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0160  C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\rpcltc1.dll

LDAPServer.exe pid: 7f
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x5e000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\LDAPServer.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
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  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x21000000  0x264000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxapi.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x10200000  0x61000   5.00.0000.7303  C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCRTD.dll
  0x22000000  0x15000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libnds.dll
  0x01700000  0x13000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\pcmx32\CMXRFC32.DLL
  0x01720000  0x11000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\cmxsel32.dll
  0x77650000  0xf000    4.00.1381.0037  C:\WINNT\system32\msafd.dll
  0x77680000  0x9000    4.00.1381.0037  C:\WINNT\System32\wshtcpip.dll
  0x02160000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossdmem.dll
  0x02170000  0xc000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedapi.dll
  0x02180000  0x13000   4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedber.dll
  0x021a0000  0x9000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\cstrain.dll

mkbootsch.exe pid: 8d
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0xf2000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\mkbootsch.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
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  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x22000000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossdmem.dll
  0x01190000  0xc000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedapi.dll
  0x011a0000  0x13000   4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedber.dll
  0x011c0000  0x9000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\cstrain.dll

mkdb.exe pid: c1
  Base        Size      Version         Path
  0x00400000  0x243000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\mkdb.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x2a000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libphonem.dll
  0x002a0000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll
  0x22000000  0xc000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossdmem.dll
  0x016f0000  0xc000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedapi.dll
  0x01700000  0x13000   4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\soedber.dll
  0x01720000  0x9000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\cstrain.dll

mkdbconf.exe pid: 64
  Base        Size      Version         Path
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  0x00400000  0x23b000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\mkdbconf.exe
  0x77f70000  0x60000   4.00.1381.0174  C:\WINNT\System32\ntdll.dll
  0x20000000  0x239000  0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxutil.dll
  0x77f00000  0x62000   4.00.1381.0178  C:\WINNT\system32\KERNEL32.dll
  0x78000000  0x40000   6.00.8337.0000  C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll
  0x10000000  0x9000    0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libdirxexception.dll
  0x77dc0000  0x3f000   4.00.1381.0203  C:\WINNT\system32\ADVAPI32.dll
  0x77e70000  0x54000   4.00.1381.0133  C:\WINNT\system32\USER32.dll
  0x77ed0000  0x2c000   4.00.1381.0115  C:\WINNT\system32\GDI32.dll
  0x77e10000  0x57000   4.00.1381.0193  C:\WINNT\system32\RPCRT4.dll
  0x776c0000  0x8000    4.00.1381.0201  C:\WINNT\System32\WSOCK32.dll
  0x776a0000  0x14000   4.00.1381.0172  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2_32.dll
  0x77690000  0x7000    4.00.1381.0031  C:\WINNT\System32\WS2HELP.dll
  0x00230000  0x16000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\libcmx32.dll
  0x00250000  0x1e000   4.3856.0021.0000  C:\PCMX32\tnsw32.dll
  0x00270000  0x2a000   0.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\libphonem.dll
  0x002a0000  0x7000    4.00.0000.0000
C:\PROGRA~1\Siemens\DirX\BIN\ossapi.dll

3.6 List of System DLLs and Files Installed with DirX (Windows NT)
Here is a list of system and file DLLs that the DirX installation procedure installs on a
Windows NT system.

C:\PROGRA~1\GEMEIN~1\MICROS~1\DAO\DAO350.DLL

C:\PROGRA~1\GEMEIN~1\MICROS~1\DAO\dao2535.tlb

C:\WINNT\System32\MFC42.DLL

C:\WINNT\System32\MSJET35.DLL

C:\WINNT\System32\MSJINT35.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\MSJTER35.DLL

C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCRT40.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\vbar332.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\XSFTTR32.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCIRT.dll

C:\WINNT\system32\MSVCRT.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCRT40.dll
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C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCRTD.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\crpaig32.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\CRPE32.DLL

C:\WINNT\System32\implode.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\MSRD2X35.DLL

C:\WINNT\System32\p2bdao.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\p2ctdao.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\p2irdao.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\u2ddisk.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\u2frtf.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\u2ftext.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\u2fwordw.dll

C:\WINNT\System32\VBAJET32.DLL

C:\WINNT\System32\MSVCRT20.DLL

3.7 List of Shared Libraries (AIX)
The following tables show the DirX executables and the shared libraries they use that are
installed with the DirX installation procedure on AIX 4.3 and AIX 4.1 systems. This
information applies only to DirX release V5.0B20.

Table 12: DirX Shared Library Use on AIX 4.3 Systems

Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.aamscomp

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxapi.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxadm

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a
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Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxapi.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

dirxauddecode

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxcheck

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxcmxl /usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxapi.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxcp

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxserv.a

usr/lib/libnsl.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxdsa

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxdsas

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxdumplog

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxgennsap /usr/lib/libxti_r.a
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Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxapi.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

dirxldapv3

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxlist

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxpack

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

dirxreorg

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxserv.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

mkbootsch

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxserv.a

mkdb

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a
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Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/opt/drx/lib/libdirxserv.a

mkdbconf

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

Table 13: DirX Shared Library Use on AIX 4.1 Systems

Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/usr/lib/liby.a

/usr/lib/libl.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

amscomp

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxapi.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libm.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxadm

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxapi.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/usr/lib/libm.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxauddecode

/usr/lib/libld.a
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Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxcheck

/usr/lib/libld.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.adirxcmxl

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxapi.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libm.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxcp

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxdsas

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxdumplog

/usr/lib/libld.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.adirxgennsap

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxlist

/usr/lib/libld.a
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Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxpack

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libm.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

dirxreorg

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libm.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

mkbootsch

/usr/lib/libld.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libm.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

mkdb

/usr/lib/libld.a
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Executable Shared Libraries

/opt/dirx/lib/libphonem.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libdirxutil.a

/opt/dirx/lib/libNDS.a

/usr/lib/libm.a

/usr/lib/libxti_r.a

mkdbconf

/usr/lib/libld.a
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Chapter

4 Problems with DirX Clients

This chapter describes problems associated with DirX clients:

l The dirxcp program

l The dirxadm program

l The DirXmanage graphical administrative interface

l The DirXdiscover program

4.1 Problems with dirxcp Bind
This section covers bind problems with dirxcp that are related to its operation on the local
host; that is, before dirxcp issues a DAP or LDAP bind request to a DSA. See the section
"Problems with DAP Communications" in the chapter "Problems with the DSA" for
problems that can occur with DAP binds to a DSA.

Possible reasons for local dirxcp bind problems can be:

l Insufficient system permissions for binding (HP-UX 11)

l Missing DUA or DSA address lines in the directory client configuration file

l Invalid directory client configuration file format

l Missing or inaccessible directory client configuration file

4.1.1 Insufficient System Permissions to Bind (HP-UX 11)

This problem only occurs on HP-UX 11 platforms. A dirxcp bind command issued with a
user account fails with the following errors:

Error: Initialization failed
Error: Invalid parameter passed as an argument

But a dirxcp bind command issued with the DirX Administrator account succeeds.

Check the dirxcp exception log file for the following diagnostic message:

VThreadCreate (ThreadId: 0x7f7e68fc???, StartRoutine: 0x7f6d4f92,
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Argument: 0x2, Priority: VTHREAD_NORMAL_PRIORITY,
DetachedMode: TRUE, ThreadName: "SignalHandlingThread") = EPERM

A message like this in the log file indicates that the account has insufficient user
permissions to start a thread that dirxcp needs to bind successfully.

To solve this problem, set the rights of the group to which the user account belongs to
RTSCHED. To activate the new permission immediately, use the getprivgrp and
setprivgrp commands. First, use the getprivgrp command to obtain the current
privileges assigned to the group; you need this information because you must re-specify
any current privileges when you issue the setprivgrp command. Next, issue the
setprivgrp command to assign the RTSCHED privilege (and reassign any other
privileges already assigned to the group). The following example illustrates the use of
getprivgrp and setprivgrp. In the example, the group has no current privileges assigned
to it.

# getprivgrp dirgrp

dirgrp:

# setprivgrp dirgrp RTSCHED

# getprivgrp dirgrp

dirgrp: RTSCHED

To activate the new permission the next time the system is rebooted, add the following
line to the file /etc/privgroup:

problem_group_name    RTSCHED

If the file already contains a line for problem_group_name and it does not specify
RTSCHED, add the RTSCHED keyword to the line. Ensure that the group rights of all
user accounts that are to use dirxcp are set to include the RTSCHED privilege.

4.1.2 Missing DUA Address Line in Directory Client Configuration File

A dirxcp bind command—user account or DirX Administrator account—fails with the
following errors:

Error: Initialization failed
Error: Invalid parameter passed as an argument

The directory client configuration file dirxcl.cfg defines the DSAs and LDAP servers that
are available to a DUA. The dirxcp program is a DUA, and it reads this file to determine
the DSA to which it is to bind. The directory client configuration file must contain exactly
one valid DUA address line and at least one valid DSA address line (a valid line is one
that is not preceded by the comment character (#)). Check the directory client
configuration file to make sure that it contains only one DUA address line and at least one
DSA address line. The file is located in the directory /opt/dirx/client/conf unless another
location is specified with the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE environment variable. Make the
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necessary corrections to the file, and then restart dirxcp.

Refer to the chapter "DirX Files" in the DirX Administration Reference for complete details
about the directory client configuration file.

4.1.3 Invalid Directory Client Configuration File Format

A dirxcp bind command fails with the following errors:

Error: DUA configuration file corrupted
Error: Invalid parameter passed as an argument

These messages indicate that there is a problem with the formatting of the directory client
configuration file dirxcl.cfg. Either the file does not contain a valid DUA address line and
a valid DSA address line, or there is a formatting error in at least one of the lines in the
file. Possible formatting errors could be:

l The number of fields in a DUA or DSA address line is incorrect.

l A field in a DUA or DSA address line is specified in the wrong format. Fields include
distinguished name, PSAP address, and optional protocol type.

Examine the format of the DUA and DSA address lines in the directory client configuration
file to ensure that they are correct. The file is located in the directory /opt/dirx/client/conf
unless another location is specified with the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE environment variable.
The format for DAP binds is:

DSA_distinguished_name PSAP [DAP]

The format for LDAP binds is:

LDAP_server_name IP_address:port_number protocol_type

Where protocol type is LDAPv2 or LDAPv3. Refer to the chapter "DirX Files" in the DirX
Administration Reference for a description of directory client configuration file format.
Make the necessary corrections to the file and restart dirxcp.

4.1.4 Missing DSA Address Line in Directory Client Configuration File

A dirxcp bind command fails with the following error:

Error: Missing default DSA/LDAP Server

This message indicates that there is no valid DSA address line (when performing a DAP
bind) or LDAP server address line (when performing an LDAP bind) specified in the
directory client configuration file dirxcl.cfg. If the directory client configuration file does
not specify at least one DSA, dirxcp cannot bind with DAP. Edit the file so that it contains
a valid DSA address line, and then restart dirxcp. The file is located in the directory
/opt/dirx/client/conf unless another location is specified with the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE
environment variable. Refer to the chapter "DirX Files" in the DirX Administration
Reference for a description of DSA address line format.
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This error can also occur when the dirxcp bind command explicitly specifies the DSA or
LDAP server PSAP address parameters. In this case, one of the specified parameters to
the bind command is invalid (the client does not use the directory client configuration file
and instead uses the values supplied in the bind command).

4.1.5 Missing Directory Client Configuration File

A dirxcp bind command fails with the following errors:

Error: DUA configuration file missing
Error: Invalid parameter passed as an argument

The dirxcp program is unable to access the directory client configuration file dirxcl.cfg.

First, check to see if the directory client configuration file exists:

l Check to see if the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE environment variable is set to a name and
path for the directory client configuration file. This environment variable can be used
to override the default location for the file.

l If the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE environment variable is not set, check the default
pathname /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxcl.cfg.

If the directory client configuration file does not exist, create it. Refer to the chapter "DirX
Files" in the DirX Administration Reference for a description of directory client
configuration format.

If the directory client configuration file exists, it could be that the access rights to it are not
sufficient for dirxcp to read the file. Check the permissions for the account that is
invoking dirxcp to make sure they grant read access to the file.
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Chapter

5 Problems with the LDAP Server

This chapter describes problems associated with the LDAP server, including:

l problems with LDAP server startup (the LDAP server does not start)

l problems with LDAP server configuration (the LDAP server cannot read its
configuration subentry)

l problems with LDAP server operation

The chapter also describes how to set up LDAP server trace logging depending on the
LDAP server functions you want to analyze.

5.1 Problems with LDAP Server Startup
The LDAP server does not start. This problem can be caused by any of the following
reasons:

l The LDAP server is unable to bind to its contact DSA

l The LDAP server cannot access its LDAP port (UNIX)

l The LDAP port assigned to the LDAP server is already in use

l A library required for LDAP server operation is not installed on the system (RM400)

l The RPC port specified in the DIRX_PMAP_PORT environment variable is invalid

l The RPC port specified in the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment
variable is invalid

Because the LDAP server is also a DAP client (it issues DAP requests to the DSA), it can
also encounter problems that relate to DAP communications with a DSA. Refer to the
section entitled "Problems with Communications" in the chapter entitled "Problems with
the DSA" for information about this problem area.

5.1.1 The LDAP Server Cannot Bind to its Contact DSA

The LDAP server cannot start if it cannot bind to its contact DSA. The bind to the DSA
can fail because:
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l The contact DSA is not running

l The LDAP server configuration file dirxldap.cfg (located by default in the ldap/conf
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) does not specify a contact DSA or
specifies it incorrectly. The LDAP server obtains the name and presentation address
of its contact DSA from this file.

Check to see if the LDAP server exception log file (located by default in the ldap/log
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) contains the error message:

DRX_Bind (...) = DRX_REMOTE_ABORT_RECEIVED

If this message is present:

1. Ensure that the LDAP server's contact DSA is running.Check whether the dirxdsa
process displays in the system process list. On UNIX systems, you can use the
command ps -ef | grep dirx to display system processes. On Windows NT, use the
Task Manager. Use netstat -a command to check whether the DSA is listening on the
port specified in the configuration file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxldap.cfg. For more
information, refer to the section "Problems with Communications" in the chapter
"Problems with the DSA".

2. Check the dirxldap.cfg file and ensure that the contact DSA's name and presentation
address is specified correctly. See the section entitled "LDAP Server Configuration
File" in the DirX Administration Reference for a description of this file's format.

5.1.2 The LDAP Server Cannot Access its LDAP Port (UNIX)

This problem occurs only on UNIX systems. The default port on which the LDAP server
listens for incoming LDAP requests is port number 389. On UNIX systems, a process
must have root permission to be able to listen on ports with port numbers that are lower
than 1024. The DirX installation procedure sets the "s" bit for the LDAP server process to
give it root permission so that it can use port number 389. However, it is possible that a
system administrator might subsequently change the LDAP server's permissions so that it
loses root permission.

Check to see if the LDAP server exception log file (located by default in the ldap/log
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) contains the error message:

bind (s: xx, name: 0xa3d0c, namelen: 16) =-1 - errno = EACCES

If this message is present, the LDAP server has insufficient permission to access port
number 389. If the LDAP server should not have root permission on the system, choose
another port for the LDAP server whose number is 1024 or higher and configure this port
number in the LDAP server's LDAP configuration subentry on the contact DSA.

5.1.3 The LDAP Port Assigned to the LDAP Server Is Already in Use

The LDAP server cannot operate properly if the port on which it is configured to listen for
LDAP requests is already in use by another process. On UNIX systems, the LDAP server
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fails to start and the LDAP server exception log file (located by default in the ldap/log
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) contains the error message:

bind (s: xx, name: 0xefffd91c, namelen: 16) = -1 - errno =
EADDRINUSE

On Windows NT systems, the LDAP server starts, but whether the LDAP server or the
other process receives an incoming request on the port is unpredictable.

Use the netstat command on UNIX or Windows NT to examine the process port usage
on the machine that is to run the LDAP server. Issue the command:

netstat –a | grep port_number_for_LDAP_server

If the output shows that another process is listening on port_number_for_LDAP_server,
select a different port and specify it in the LDAP server's LDAP configuration subentry on
the contact DSA.

5.1.4 The C++ Runtime Environment is not Installed (RM400)

This problem only occurs on RM400 systems. The LDAP server process dirxldapv3
requires the C++ runtime environment in order to run, but the required dynamic link library
libCdl.so.1 has not been installed on the RM400 system. In this case, the dirxdsas
process (the process that starts the DirX service) writes the following message into its
exception log file (located in the server/log subdirectory of the DirX installation directory):

process dirxldapv3 got termination signal 9

In addition, the operating system loader writes the following message to standard error if
the dirxldapv3 process is started directly in a shell:

dynamic linker:./dirxldapv3: can't find  lib/libCdl.so.1

Use the DirX installation software to install the libCdl.so.1 library.

5.1.5 The RPC Port in DIRX_PMAP_PORT is not Valid

An LDAP server requires an RPC port on which to listen for RPC requests from dirxadm
or DirXmanage. When the LDAP server process runs with the default LDAP server
configuration, it uses the default RPC port number 5999 or the port number specified the
DIRX_PMAP_PORT environment variable. If the DIRX_MAP_PORT environment
variable specifies an invalid port number, the LDAP server process is unable to run.

Check to see if the LDAP server exception log file contains an error message similar to
the following:

Cannot register service:  RPC:  Timed out

If this message is present, the DIRX_MAP_PORT environment variable contains a "bad"
RPC port number. Correct the port number setting in the DIRX_MAP_PORT environment
variable.
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5.1.6 The RPC Port in DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS is not Valid

Each LDAP server in a multiple LDAP server environment must have its own LDAP port
and its own RPC port. When the LDAP server process runs as an additional LDAP server,
it uses the value of the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable to
determine its name and the RPC port number to use. If the
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable specifies an invalid RPC
port number, the RPC port mapper initialization fails. The RPC port number specified in
the environment variable can be invalid because:

l The LDAP server process has insufficient access rights to the port (UNIX only)

l Another process is using the port

Check to see if the LDAP server exception log file contains the messages:

Dir.X Ldapserver RPC error : "RPC-port mapper initialization
failed"

bind (s: 17, name: 0xefffd994, namelen: 16) = -1 - errno = EACCES

or the messages:

Dir.X Ldapserver RPC error : "RPC-port mapper initialization
failed"

bind (s: 18, name: 0xefffd994, namelen: 16) = -1 - errno =
EADDRINUSE

The first set of messages (UNIX only) indicates that the RPC port is invalid because the
LDAP server has insufficient permissions to access it: the port number is lower than 1024
and the process does not have root permission, which allows it to access ports lower than
1024. Set the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable with a RPC
port number that is higher than 1024.

The second set of messages indicates that the RPC port is invalid because another
process is already using the port. Set the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS
environment variable with a RPC port number that is not in use by another other process.

5.2 Problems with the LDAP Configuration Subentry
An LDAP server's LDAP configuration subentry defines the port numbers the LDAP
server is to use, the LDAP connection parameters for the LDAP server, its operation
service controls, and other LDAP server-specific configuration information such as
character set encoding. The LDAP and RPC port number problems described in
"Problems with LDAP Server Startup" often occur because the LDAP server cannot read
its LDAP configuration subentry and attempts to use the default LDAP server
configuration (which is hardcoded into the LDAP server) instead. The LDAP server may
not be able to read its LDAP configuration subentry for any of the following reasons:
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l The LDAP server does not have the access rights to read the subentry

l The LDAP server name specified in the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS
environment variable and the common name specified in the LDAP configuration
subentry do not match

l The LDAP server name specified in the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS
environment variable and the common name specified in the LDAP configuration
subentry use illegal characters

l The LDAP configuration subentry contains an incorrect attribute value for a Service
Control or Character Set Conversion attribute

You can use the following procedure to test whether an LDAP server can successfully
read and use the values in its subentry. The procedure uses the dirxcp program (which is
a DAP client) to simulate the LDAP server's operation during its initialization phase.

1. Start a new UNIX or DOS shell that uses the same process environment variables as
the LDAP server uses:

a) Export the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE environment variable with the same directory
client configuration file pathname that the LDAP server uses.

b) If there are multiple LDAP servers to be started, export the
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable with the values
specified in the .dirxrc file

2. Start dirxcp and perform the following commands:

dirxcp> bind

dirxcp> args modify –subentries true

dirxcp> search / -sub –filt ((ocl=lcfg)&&(cn=name)) -allu

where name is the value ldapConfiguration to test the primary LDAP server
configuration (the first LDAP server to be set up, in a multiple LDAP server
configuration), and name is the common name for the server that is specified in
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS to test an additional LDAP server.

3. Check the search result returned by the DSA. The common name (CN) must be
shown as a printable string choice (no _BMP or _T61 appended to the type CN) and
all of the configuration attributes must display the values that were applied to the
subentry when it was created. If this check is successful, the LDAP server will also be
able to use the configuration information stored in the LDAP configuration subentry.

5.2.1 The LDAP Server Cannot Access its Subentry

When the LDAP server starts, it immediately performs an anonymous DAP bind to the
contact DSA and attempts to read its configuration information from the LDAP
configuration subentry. The LDAP server can only perform this task successfully if the
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administrative point of the contact DSA contains a subentry ACI (SACI) operational
attribute that grants it read access rights to subentries.

Ensure that the administrative point of the contact DSA includes a SACI operational
attribute that gives the LDAP server read access to subentries. Refer to the chapter
"Setting Up an LDAP Server" in the DirX Administration Guide for a description and
example of how to add a SACI operational attribute to an administrative point.

5.2.2 The LDAP Server Names Do Not Match

When the LDAP server process runs as an additional LDAP server, it uses the
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable to determine its name. The
LDAP server process assumes that the name specified in the environment variable
corresponds to the common name RDN of the configuration subentry for the additional
LDAP server and uses it to locate the subentry. Check the LDAP server name specified in
the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable against the common
name of the additional LDAP server's LDAP configuration subentry on the contact DSA to
make sure they match.

5.2.3 The LDAP Server Name Uses Illegal Characters

Although the Common Name attribute type syntax has no character set restrictions,
common name RDNs for LDAP configuration subentries are restricted to using only the
characters from the printable character set. Consequently, the LDAP server common
name /CN=ldapconf-2 is a valid common name RDN (the hyphen character is part of the
printable character set), but /CN=ldapconf_2 is not (because the underscore character is
not part of the printable character set). If the common name for the LDAP server given in
the configuration subentry contains "illegal" characters, the LDAP server cannot locate its
subentry. Check the LDAP configuration subentry and ensure that the common name
RDN for the LDAP server specifies characters in the printable character set.

5.2.4 Incorrect Values in Service Control or Character Set Attributes

The LDAP server requires that the Service Control attributes (LSES, LCOS, LADS,
LRES, LMOS, and LMDS) and the Character Set Conversion Request and Result
attributes (LCCQ and LCCS) hold specific values even though these attribute types are
defined with a general syntax.

The Service Control attributes types are defined to use the DirectoryString syntax, but
their values must be a valid service control string. For example:

preferChaining\=T:chainingProhibited\=F:locScope\=F:dontUseCopy
\=F:dontDereferenceAlias\=F:subentries\=F:copyShalldo\=T:priori
ty\=1:timelimit\=0:sizelimit\=0:scopeofreferral\=0:attributesiz
elimit\=0

The Character Set Conversion Request and Result attribute types are defined to use the
DirectoryString syntax, but their values much be one of the strings LATIN-1, T61 or UTF8.
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If one of these attributes contains a value that the LDAP server cannot parse, it stops
using the LDAP configuration subentry and reverts to the default LDAP server
configuration (which is hardcoded into the LDAP server).

Check the values of these attributes to ensure that they are specified in the correct
syntax.

5.3 Problems with LDAP Server Operation
Problems related to LDAP server operation include:

l The LDAP search result does not contain all the expected attributes

l The LDAP search result displays object identifiers instead of attribute type names

l The LDAP search filter contains an unknown attribute type

l The LDAP search request contains an unknown base object attribute type

l The LDAP search request contains an unknown object class value

l The LDAP server is not representing special characters correctly

5.3.1 The LDAP Search Result Does not Contain the Expected Attributes

The LDAP server returns a search result from which one or more entry attributes are
missing. For each attribute type that is missing from the entry, check for inconsistencies in
the attribute's definition by comparing the attribute syntax defined for the attribute type in
the dirxabbr file (located in the client/conf subdirectory of the DirX installation directory)
with the attribute syntax defined for the attribute type in the DSA schema. For example,
compare the contents of /client/conf/dirxabbr against the output of the dirxadm
command:

dirxadm> gs show AT –o oid_of_missing_attribute_type

5.3.2 The LDAP Search Result Displays Object Identifiers Instead of
Attribute Names

The LDAP server returns a search result in which one or more entry attributes are named
by their object identifiers (OIDs) instead of their LDAP attribute type names. This problem
occurs when the dirxabbr file and the DSA schema for the contact DSA do not define an
LDAP attribute type name for the attribute type. Since an LDAP name has not been
assigned to the attribute, the LDAP server has only its OID. For attributes with simple
syntaxes (string syntaxes, boolean, integer) the LDAP server displays the value in a
search result. For attributes with structured syntax, the LDAP server displays ??? as the
attribute value in a search result.

To solve this problem, LDAP names for those attributes returned with OIDs must be
added to the dirxabbr file and the DSA schema. For each attribute that is represented as
an OID:
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1. Edit the attribute type definition in the dirxabbr file (which is located in the client/conf
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) to include the attribute's LDAP attribute
type name.

2. Use DirXmanage or dirxadm to add the LDAP name for the attribute type to the DSA
schema. See the chapter "Setting Up an LDAP Server" in the DirX Administration
Guide for instructions on how to add LDAP attribute type names to the DSA schema.

5.3.3 The LDAP Search Filter Contains an Unknown Attribute Type

If an LDAP client sends a search request with a search filter that contains an LDAP
attribute type name that the LDAP server is unable to map to an OID, the LDAP server
returns the search result code 17 (the RFC2251 result code for an "undefined attribute
type" error) and the following result message:

Structual insufficiency in Search Filter

No exception message is generated.

To determine the unknown attribute type, enable LDAP server trace logging with the
subcomponent ldap_op1 specified in the trace logging section of the LDAP server
logging configuration file. This step produces the following trace log entry for each search
operation:

-- 1 SearchRequest V3
Base:
0000  6F 3D 73 6E 69 2C 63 3D 72 65    o=sni,c=de......
Filter:      "(cn=hb)"
Types Only:  "no"
Scope:       2 (0-base,1-one,2-tree)
Dereference: 0 (0-never,1-entry,2-base,3-both)
Size Limit:  0 (0-unl)
Time Limit:  0 (0-unl)
Selection:   0 attributes

The LDAP attribute type names used in filter items can be determined with this logging
level.

Then, for each undefined LDAP attribute type name:

1. Edit the attribute type definition in the dirxabbr file (which is located in the client/conf
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) to include the LDAP name used by the
LDAP client.

2. Use DirXmanage or dirxadm to add the LDAP name used by the LDAP client to the
attribute type definition in the DSA schema. See the chapter "Setting Up an LDAP
Server" in the DirX Administration Guide for instructions on how to add LDAP attribute
type names to the DSA schema.
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5.3.4 The LDAP Search Request Contains an Unknown Base Object
Attribute Type

If an LDAP client sends a search request with a search base object that contains an
LDAP attribute type name that the LDAP server is unable to map to an OID, the LDAP
server returns the search result code 34 (the RFC2251 result code for an "invalid DN
syntax" error) and the result message such as the following:

Structual insufficiency in Name near hinz=kunz

No exception message is generated.

In this case, the result message returns the information necessary to detect the problem.
In the sample result message just given, "hinz" is the unknown LDAP attribute type name
for an attribute type with the value "kunz". The base object name may contain other
RDNs that the LDAP server was able to resolve.

For each undefined LDAP attribute type name:

1. Edit the object class or attribute type definition in the dirxabbr file (which is located in
the client/conf subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) to include the LDAP
name used by the LDAP client.

2. Use DirXmanage or dirxadm to add the LDAP name used by the LDAP client to the
object class or attribute type definition in the DSA schema. See the chapter "Setting
Up an LDAP Server" in the DirX Administration Guide for instructions on how to add
LDAP attribute type names to the DSA schema.

5.3.5 The LDAP Search Request Contains an Unknown Object Class

If an LDAP client sends a request that contains an LDAP object class name that the
LDAP server is unable to map to an OID, the LDAP server returns search result code 21
(the RFC2251 result code for an "invalid syntax" error). No exception message is
generated. The unknown object class can be contained in the search filter of an LDAP
search request or in the attributes specified in an LDAP add or modify request.

Check the DSA schema (with DirXmanage or dirxadm) to see if

1. The LDAP object class name specified by the LDAP client exists in the schema

2. The LDAP name for the object class matches the LDAP name specified by the LDAP
client

You can also determine the unknown object class by enabling LDAP server trace logging
with the ldap_op1 subcomponent specified in the trace logging section of the LDAP
server logging configuration file. The trace log output will identify the unknown object
class.

For each undefined LDAP object class name:

1. Edit the object class definition in the dirxabbr file (which is located in the client/conf
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subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) to include the LDAP name used by the
LDAP client.

2. Use DirXmanage or dirxadm to add the LDAP name used by the LDAP client to the
object class definition in the DSA schema. See the chapter "Setting Up an LDAP
Server" in the DirX Administration Guide for instructions on how to add LDAP attribute
type names to the DSA schema.

5.3.6 The LDAP Server is not Representing Special Characters Correctly

LDAP v2 does not provide a standardized way to represent special characters like the
German umlaut character in attribute value strings. To manage this situation, the LDAP
configuration subentry provides the Character Set Conversion Request and Result
attributes (LCCQ and LCCS) that allow you to specify how the LDAP server is to encode
special characters in value strings: in LATIN-1, T61, or UTF8.

If the LDAP server does not return special characters in the encoding required by its
clients, it is because the server was unable to read the LCCQ and LCCS settings in the
LDAP configuration subentry and used the default LDAP server configuration settings
instead. Refer to the section "Problems with the LDAP Configuration Subentry" in this
chapter to determine why the LDAP server is unable to use the values in the subentry.

5.4 Tracing LDAP Server Operations
The DirX trace logging facility is a useful tool for analyzing LDAP server operation. You
use the dirxadm ldap log command to enable trace logging for the LDAP server. When
trace logging is enabled, trace messages about LDAP server functions are logged to a
binary file with the default name format LOGprocessid. The default location for the LDAP
server's trace log files is the /ldap/log subdirectory of the DirX installation directory. You
must use the dirxdumplog program to decode the binary log files, after which they are
human-readable.

LDAP server trace logging is carried out according to the settings in the LDAP server
logging configuration file dirxlog.cfg, which is located by default in the /ldap/conf
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory. The trace logging section within this file
defines the component and subcomponents for which trace messages are to be captured
(currently, the component is always dir) and the debug levels of traces to log. The
chapter entitled "Logging Configuration Files" in the DirX Administration Reference
provides a complete description of logging configuration file format.

The remainder of this section describes the combinations of subcomponents and debug
levels to specify in the LDAP server logging configuration file depending on the area of
LDAP server operation you want to analyze.

5.4.1 Tracing LDAP High-Level Server Operation

To obtain general, high-level information about the LDAP operations performed by the
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LDAP server, specify the following subcomponents and levels in the trace logging section
of the LDAP server logging configuration file:

ldap_req.1,ldap_conn.1,ldap_op.1

5.4.2 Tracing LDAP Server Operation in Detail

To generate a detailed overview of LDAP server operation, specify the following
subcomponents and levels in the trace logging section of the LDAP server logging
configuration file:

api.1,ldap_req.1-2,ldap_conn.1-2,ldap_op.1-2

5.4.3 Tracing LDAP Configuration Operations

If the LDAP server is experiencing configuration problems, specify the following
subcomponents and levels in the trace logging section of the LDAP server logging
configuration file:

api.1,ldap_req.1,ldap_cfg.1,ldap_op.1

If you require very detailed logging of the configuration phase, specify the following
subcomponents and levels:

api.1.9,ldap_req.1,ldapcfg.1-2.9.,ldap_op.1

5.4.4 Tracing LDAP Protocol Operations in Detail

If the LDAP server is experiencing problems with the LDAP protocol sent by LDAP clients,
specify the following subcomponents and levels in the trace logging section of the LDAP
server logging configuration file:

ldap_req.7.8,ldap_op.1-2.9

The ldap_req.7.8 level and the ldap_op.9 level generate hexadecimal dumps of the
inbound and outbound LDAP protocol.

5.4.5 Tracing DAP Protocol Operations

If the LDAP server is experiencing problems with the "backend" DAP protocol, specify the
following subcomponents and levels in the trace logging section of the LDAP server
logging configuration file:

api.1.9,ldap_req.1,ldap_op.1

The api.1.9 level generates a complete logging of the DAP "backend" operations.Both the
DAP requests that the LDAP server sends out and the results sent back by the contact
DSA are logged.
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5.4.6 Tracing SSL-Protected LDAP Protocol Operations

If the LDAP server is experiencing problems related to the SSL protection of the LDAP
protocol, specify the following subcomponents and levels in the trace logging section of
the LDAP server logging configuration file:

Ldap_ssl.1-9

The ldap_ssl.1-9 level generates a complete trace of the data flow into and out from the
SSL protection function layer
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Chapter

6 Problems with the DirX DSA

This chapter describes problems associated with DirX DSA, including problems related
to:

l Communication

l Authentication

l Shadowing (replication)

l Distribution

l Database inconsistencies

l Schema problems

6.1 Problems with Communication
This section covers problems relating to communications with the DirX DSA, including:

l DAP communication between DirX clients and the DSA

l RPC communication between DirX clients and the DSA

l DSA-DSA communications (DSP and DISP)

6.1.1 Problems with DAP Communication

This section describes problems that can cause a DAP bind to fail. The following table
lists the possible reasons for a DAP bind failure. These problems can apply to any DAP
client that is attempting to bind to a DSA: a DirX client, such as dirxcp, or the LDAP
server. This section describes how to handle these problems for DirX clients. The chapter
"Problems with the LDAP Server" describes how to handle these problems for the LDAP
server.
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Table 14: DAP Communication Problems

Error Message Possible Reason Refer to Section

The DSA is not running "The DSA is not Running"Remote abort
received (dirxcp)

The presentation address
specified for the DSA is wrong

"The Presentation
Address is Incorrect"

Invalid credentials The client used the wrong
DAP credentials in the bind

"Problems with DAP
Authentication"

Inappropriate
authentication

The DSA does not permit the
DAP authentication method
used in the bind

"Problems with DAP
Authentication"

The DSA is not Running

A dirxcp bind command returns the error:

Error: Remote abort received

Check to make sure the target DSA is running. If you have access to the DSA, use the ps
command (UNIX) or the Task Manager (Windows NT) to determine whether the DSA
process is running; see "Getting Process Status Information" in Chapter 2 for instructions.

If the DSA is not running, use the dirxadm start command to start the local DSA and the
dirxadm start command with the –host option to start a remote DSA (UNIX systems). On
Windows NT systems, use the Services option in the Control Panel to start the local
DSA and the start –host command in the DirX Administration window to start a remote
DSA (on a UNIX system only). See the chapter "Starting and Stopping the Directory
Service" in the DirX Administration Guide for more information. You can also use
DirXmanage from a Windows NT system to start a specific Directory Service (DSA and
LDAP server). In order to use this function, a server profile must exist for the DSA to be
started.

Otherwise, contact the administrator who is reponsible for managing the DSA.

The Presentation Address is Incorrect

A DirX client bind operation will fail if the DSA address line for the target DSA that is
specified in the directory client configuration file dirxcl.cfg (located by default in the
/client/conf subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) incorrectly specifies one of the
following presentation address components:

l IP address

l Port number

l T-selector

If one or more of these components is incorrect for a dirxcp bind, the error you receive
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from dirxcp is:

Error: Remote abort received

Examine the error information within the client EXC exception log file (located by default
in the /client/log subdirectory of the DirX installation directory). The "fromaddr" and
"toaddr" sections are the hexadecimal dumps of the communications addresses used by
the client for the bind. The "fromaddr" block contains the client's presentation address.
The "toaddr" block contains the presentation address that the client used to contact the
DSA. For example, consider the following sample error information:

Tue Nov 30 11:11:09 1999 DIRXCP WARNING dir ros roloif12.c 875-0 0x00000003
t_conrq (tref: 0x86f0424<???>, toaddr: 0x6ef7a0, fromaddr: 0x6ebcf0,
            opt: 0x56ed64) = T_CMXERROR
        toaddr:
        0000  10 00 00 28 00 04 00 0C 44 53 41 31 40 00 00 1C  ...(....DSA1@...
        0010  00 11 00 1C 54 00 72 87 22 03 12 70 00 00 00 01  ....T.r."..p....
        0020  21 10 30 00 01 00 00 00                          !.0.............
        fromaddr:
        0000  10 00 00 2C 00 07 00 10 43 6C 69 65 6E 74 31 00  ...,....Client1.
        0010  40 00 00 1C 00 11 00 1C 54 00 72 87 22 03 12 70  @.......T.r."..p
        0020  00 00 00 01 02 22 20 00 01 00 00 00              ....." .........
Tue Nov 30 11:11:09 1999 DIRXCP WARNING dir api dirxapi.c 1610-0 0x00000001
to_dsa_and_back: abort received from DSA
Tue Nov 30 11:11:09 1999 DIRXCP WARNING dir api dirxapi.c 2339-0 0x00000001
DRX_Bind(workspace: 702d18      session: 7ffed7fc       do_sign: FALSE) = ???
session: DRX_REMOTE_ABORT_RECEIVED

In the example:

12 70 00 00 00 01 is the IP address used to to contact the DSA: 127.000.000.001

21 01 3 is the port number 21103 used to contact the DSA

44 53 41 31 40 00 00 1C  ...(....DSA1@... is the T-selector used to contact
the DSA

Compare this information with the actual presentation address of the DSA. If you do not
have the DSA's presentation address and you are able to bind to the DSA with
DirXmanage or dirxadm, you can obtain the DSA's presentation address by examining its
"my-access-point" attribute. For example:

1. Bind to the DSA with dirxadm.

2. Use the dirxadm show command to display the attributes of the root DSE. The "my-
access-point" attribute contains the IP address, port number, and T-selector for the
DSA.

For example:
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dirxadm> show / -all –p

My-Access-Point

      AE-Title                  : /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1

      PSAP-Address

        T-Selector              : DSA1

        NSAP-Address            :
TCP/IP!internet=127.000.000.001+port=21100

In this example, the DSA's port number is 21111, but the port number used in the bind is
21103. It could be that the client configuration file specifies the wrong port number. It
could also be that the client is using the wrong client configuration file for the bind.

6.1.2 Problems with RPC Communications

Both DirXmanage and dirxadm perform RPC client binds to a DirX DSA. An RPC bind
can fail for any of the following reasons:

l The bind credentials are incorrect

l The bind credentials are rejected

l The DSA is not running

l An invalid RPC port has been specified

The Bind Credentials are Incorrect

The administrator issues a DirXmanage or dirxadm bind command, and the program
returns an "invalid credentials" error. For example, dirxadm returns the error:

Error: Communication problem.
   RPC: Authentication error; why= Invalid client credential.

This error information can occur for any of the following reasons:

l The administrator used an unauthenticated (anonymous) bind command, and at least
one DirX administrator has been defined in the DirX Administrators (DADM) attribute
of the root DSE:
dirxadm>bind

l The RPC bind command specified the username of a DirX administrator that has not
been defined in the DirX Administrators attribute of the root DSE:
dirxadm> bind -u unregisteredAdmin -pa password -auth simple

l The password given in the RPC bind command does not match the password for the
user specified in the command:
dirxadm> bind -u DirXAdmin -pa wrongPassword -auth simple
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The Bind Credentials are Rejected

The administrator issues a DirXmanage or dirxadm bind command, and the program
returns a "server rejected credentials" error. For example, dirxadm returns the error:

Error: Communication problem.
 RPC: Authentication error; why = Server rejected credential.

This error information can occur because the RPC bind command specifies an
authentication mechanism that is not allowed for the subtree that the user belongs to
according to the user policy in force:

dirxadm> bind -u DirXAdmin -pa correctpassword -auth not_allowed

The DSA is not Running

An RPC bind can fail because the DSA is not running. The dirxadm program returns the
following error after a timeout:

Error: Directory Service not available

A DirXmanage bind command returns the error:

Directory Server Error (dirxadm)
Error 5103: Bind operation failed
Directory Server not available

If you have access rights to the DSA, use the ps command (UNIX) or the Task Manager
(Windows NT) to determine whether the DSA process is running; see "Getting Process
Status Information" in Chapter 2 for instructions. Start the DSA if it is not running. On
UNIX systems, use the dirxadm start command to start the local DSA and the dirxadm
start command with the –host option to start a remote DSA. On Windows NT systems,
use the Services option in the Control Panel to start the local DSA and the start –host
command in the DirX Administration window to start a remote DSA (on a UNIX system
only). See the chapter "Starting and Stopping the Directory Service" in the DirX
Administration Guide for more information. You can also use DirXmanage from a
Windows NT system to start a specific Directory Service (DSA and LDAP server). In order
to use this function, a server profile must exist for the DSA to be started.

Otherwise, contact the administrator who is reponsible for managing the DSA).

An Invalid RPC Port was Specified

An RPC bind can fail when the dirxadm -port option or the DIRX_PMAP_PORT
environment variable specifies an invalid port number for the RPC port mapper.

The dirxadm program returns the following error after a timeout:

Error: Directory Service not available

When this error occurs, the client EXC exception log file (located by default in the
client/log subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) contains information similar to
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the following:

Tue Nov 30 10:33:49 1999 dirxadm WARNING dir rpc pmap_getport.c 84-316 0x00000001
clntudp_call (clnt_handlep: 0x708a60, prognum: 0x3, inproc: 0x85b60d0,
                 in: 0x7ffed54c, outproc: 0x86a15f8, out: 0x7ffed564,
                 timeout: 0x7ffed4f0) = RPC_TIMEDOUT
        timeout:
        STRUCT timeval {
          tv_sec = 15 ;
          tv_usec = 0 ;
        }
Tue Nov 30 10:33:49 1999 dirxadm WARNING dir rpc clnt_tcp.c 146-94 0x00000001
pmap_getport (address: 0x7ffed728, program: 0x20000200, version: 2, protocol: 6) =
0
        address:
        0000  00 02 00 00 7F 00 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
Tue Nov 30 10:33:49 1999 dirxadm WARNING dir rpc clnt_generic.c 104-149 0x00000001
clnttcp_create (addr: 0x7ffed728, prognum: 0x20000200, versnum: 2,
                   sockp: 0x7ffed724 <-1>, sendsz: 0,
                   recvsz: 0) = 0
        addr:
        0000  00 02 00 00 7F 00 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
Tue Nov 30 10:33:49 1999 dirxadm WARNING dir rpc dadtrpc.c 534-106 0x00000001
clnt_create (host: "localhost", prognum: 0x20000200, versnum: 2,
                protocol: "tcp") = 0
Tue Nov 30 10:33:49 1999 dirxadm WARNING dir adm dad_dse_bind.c 605-542 0x000000
01
dad_rpc_init (session: 0x6de130, interface: 0, out_vect: ???) =
DAD_DSA_UNAVAILABLE
Tue Nov 30 10:33:49 1999 dirxadm WARNING dir adm dadtbind.c 410-644 0x00000001
dad_dse_bind (session: 0x6de130, name_ptr: 0x7ffed9f4, password: "???", hostname
: <ABSENT>,
                 port number: <ABSENT>, authentication: <ABSENT>,
                 local_strings: TRUE, out_vect: ???)
                 = DAD_DSA_UNAVAILABLE

        name_ptr:

Tue Nov 30 10:33:49 1999 dirxadm WARNING dir adm dadidse.c 283-438 0x00000001
dad_t_bind (session: 0x6de130, gc_t_in_vect: 0x7ffeda48,
                 local_strings: TRUE, out_vect: ???) = DAD_DSA_UNAVAILABLE
        gc_t_in_vect:
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6.1.3 Problems with DSA-to-DSA Communication

When DSA-to-DSA communication fails, it is usually because a DSP or DISP bind fails. A
DSP or DISP bind can fail for any of the following reasons:

l The partner DSA is not running

l There are errors in the presentation address for the partner DSA

l DSA-to-DSA authentication problems have occurred

For DISP operations, DSA-to-DSA communication also depends on the consistency of
the shadowing agreements between the two DSAs. If there are inconsistencies between
the shadowing agreements, the shadow operation is rejected, and it appears as if DSA-
to-DSA communication is not working. The section "Problems with Shadowing Operation"
describes problems that are specific to DSA-DSA communication over DISP protocol.

The remainder of this section covers problems related to DSA-to-DSA communication
over the DSP protocol. The section "Problems with DSP and DISP Authentication"
describe how authentication errors affect DSA-to-DSA communication.

Determining DSP Bind Failure

When a DSP bind fails because the partner DSA is not running, or because a DSA
presentation address is incorrect, no information about the failure is written to the DSA
EXC exception log file. However, you can perform a dirxcp search or list operation,
which generates an incomplete operation if the DSP bind fails. The operation returns a
partial outcome qualifier that shows which DSA could not be searched. For example:

Incomplete operation:
  Partial-Outcome-Qualifier
    Unexplored-DSA
      Target-Object                     : /O=PQR
      Operation-Progress
        Name-Resolution-Phase           : COMPLETED
      Reference-Type                    : SUBORDINATE
      Access-Point-Info
        Access-Point
          Master-Or-Shadow-Access-Point
            Master-Shadow-Access-Point
              AE-Title                  :
/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3
              PSAP-Address

                T-Selector              : DSA3
                NSAP-Address            :
TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=21103

If you receive this kind of information at the client (dirxcp) level, one possibility is that the
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DSA-DSA bind has failed. The other possibilities are:

1. The DSP bind operation was not performed because:

a) The service control "chaining prohibited" has been set

b) The user policy option's "chaining" subcomponent is not set (OPT=CHAINING in
the User-Policies (USN) operational attribute of the root DSE (/))

2. The DSP bind operation was performed successfully, but the subsequent operation
failed for one of the following reasons:

a) The operation was aborted because a time limit was exceeded

b) An error occurred when the DSA decoded the result received from the partner
DSA

c) The partner DSA rejected the operation

d) The partner DSA sent one of the service errors BUSY, UNWILLING TO
PERFORM, UNAVAILBLE or INVALID REFERENCE

If you can eliminate these reasons for the partial outcome qualifier, then you can be sure
that the DSA-DSA bind has failed.

If dirxcp returns a result without a partial outcome qualifier, it is still possible that the DSP
bind has failed. The reason is: if the DSA to which dirxcp has a DAP connection fails to
perform a DSP bind to the partner DSA, it gives a referral to dirxcp that contains the
information on how to contact the partner DSA. The dirxcp program can follow this
referral and perform a DAP bind to the DSA; it can then perform the search or list
operation over this DAP connection. If the DAP connection works, you will receive the
result without knowing that chaining was not performed to obtain it.

Whether or not dirxcp follows referrals is controlled by the –automaticcontinuation
service control. Consequently, when you are analyzing DSP problems, use the dirxcp
args modify operation to ensure that the –automaticcontinuation service control is set
to false. With this setting, dirxcp will not follow referrals and, if you receive the complete
result of the operation, you can be sure that chaining (and therefore the DSP bind) was
performed correctly.

You can also use the DirX audit facility to determine whether or not a DSP bind was
successful. Here is an example of an audit log on a successful DSP bind.

Session-Id:             26

Start-Time:             Tue Feb 29 08:25:27 2000

End-Time:               Tue Feb 29 08:25:28 2000

Duration:               00:00:00:498

Protocol:               DSP
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Operation:              BIND

Role:                   Initiator

AuthMech:               Simple

Bind-Target:            /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1

IP-address:            123.45.67.890

Result:                 Successful (size 0)

The Partner DSA is not Running

A DSP bind will fail if the partner DSA is not running. No information is written to the DSA
EXC exception log file.

Use dirxcp as described in "Determining DSP Bind Failure" to determine whether the
DSP bind has failed. The dirxcp partial outcome qualifier output (or referral error)
identifies the DSA that cannot be contacted. You can also use the DirX auditing facility to
track DSP operation, as shown in the auditing example in "Determining DSP Bind
Failure".

Check to make sure that this DSA is running. If you have access to the computer on
which the DSA is running, you can use the ps (UNIX) or Task Manager (Windows NT) to
determine whether the DSA process is running; see the chapter "Getting Status
Information" for more details. Then use the dirxadm or DirXmanage administration tools
to start the directory service (or the Windows NT control panel). Otherwise, contact the
administrator who is responsible for the DSA.

The Presentation Address in the Knowledge Reference is Incorrect

A DSP bind will fail if the components of a partner DSA's presentation address are either
incorrectly formatted or incorrect for the partner DSA. For DSP communications, partner
DSA presentation addresses are stored in knowledge references: subordinate references,
superior references, immediate superior references or cross-references.

Use dirxcp as described in "Determining DSP Bind Failure" to determine whether the
DSP bind has failed. The dirxcp partial outcome qualifier output identifies the DSA that
cannot be contacted. You can also use the DirX auditing facility to track DSP operation.

If you know that the DSA is up and running, use dirxadm or DirXmanage to check the
knowledge reference for the DSA. Ensure that the components of the DSA's presentation
address are in the correct format and are correct for the partner DSA.

6.2 Problems with Authentication
Authentication is always performed at bind time. DirX supports the following types of
authentication for all protocols (DAP, DSP and DISP):

l unauthenticated (anonymous)
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l simple

l simple with password

l simple-protected

DirX also supports integrated Windows NT authentication on Windows NT platforms.

The following table lists authentication problems that can cause a bind to fail.

Table 15: Authentication Problems

Message Problem Authentication Type

Invalid credentials The bind credentials are incorrect simple with password

Expired
credentials

The bind credentials have expired simple protected

Inappropriate
authentication

The DSA does not permit the
authentication method used in the
bind

all types

The next sections discuss how these authentication errors can occur in DAP assocations
and DSP/DISP associations.

6.2.1 Problems with DAP Authentication

This section describes authentication problems that occur in DAP assocations.

The Bind Credentials are Incorrect

The user issues a DAP bind command with "simple with password" authentication, and
the DirX client returns an "invalid credentials" error. For example, dirxcp returns the error:

Error: Invalid credentials

This message occurs for the following reasons:

l The bind command specifies an unknown user:
dirxcp> bind –u cn=unknownUser –pa password –auth simple

l The password specified in the bind command does not match the password for the
specified user:
dirxcp> bind –u cn=username –pa wrongPassword –auth simple

The Bind Credentials have Expired Incorrect

The user issues a DAP bind command with "simple protected" authentication, and the
DirX client returns an "invalid credentials" error. For example, dirxcp returns the error:

Error: Invalid credentials
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This message occurs for the following reason:

l The bind command specifies a correct username and a correct password, but the
clocks on the client and the server machines are not synchronized closely enough to
prevent the default maximum age of 30 seconds for protected credentials from being
exceeded:
dirxcp> bind –u cn=username –pa password –auth simple

For DAP binds, there is no exception message written that helps detect the fact that
expired credentials are responsible for the Invalid credentials protocol error
returned by the client (only in DSA-to-DSA communications (DSP and DISP) is an
exception message logged for expired credentials). To check the synchronization of the
two machines involved in the transaction, issue a simple bind without protection. If this
bind is successful, the two machines are out of of sync.

The DAP Authentication Method is not Allowed Incorrect

All of the authentication types supported by the DirX DSA are allowed for users of a DirX
DSA. However, the DSA administrator can create user policies that select the
authentication methods for binds that are allowed on the DSA. For example, the
administrator can create a user policy that prohibits unauthenticated (anonymous) binds,
or a user policy that enforces members of a particular group to use simple-protected
authentication.

If a DirX client returns an "inappropriate authentication " DAP bind error, for example, the
dirxcp error:

Error: Inappropriate authentication

it is because the DSA user policy that applies to the user attempting to bind prohibits the
authentication method supplied in the bind. The audit log also shows this error.

Use DirXmanage or dirxadm to examine the root DSE; the DSA's user policies are
attributes of the root DSE.

6.2.2 Problems with DSA-to-DSA (DSP and DISP) Authentication

The following authentication policies apply by default to DSA-to-DSA communications:

l All types of authentication methods are permitted for incoming DSP connections

l The authentication method NONE (unauthenticated DISP bind) is not permitted for
incoming DISP connections

l The authentication method simple-protected is used for outgoing DSP or DISP
connections

A DSA administrator can modify these default authentication policies by creating DSA
policies. A DSA policy is an attribute of the root DSE (/) and controls the way a DSA
operates with cooperating DSAs. It is composed of the following elements:
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l The distinguished name of the cooperating DSA to which the policy applies or the
slash character (/), which applies the policy to all DSAs for which no specific policy is
defined

l The authentication policy (AP) for the cooperating DSA

l Other characteristics of the cooperating DSA, such as whether the DSA is permitted
to chain to the cooperating DSA(s) specified in the policy and how long an outgoing
DSP association should be kept open

Authentication problems that occur during DSP and DISP binds are often caused by
problems with the authentication policies defined for the cooperating DSAs in their
respective DSA policies. The following table shows the authentication problems that can
occur and lists the DSA policy's authentication policy (AP) subcomponent that controls
the area of bind authentication.

Table 16: Authentication Problems in DSP and DISP Binds

Message Problem Authentication
Type

DSA Authentication Policy
Subcomponent

Invalid
credentials

The bind
credentials are
incorrect

simple with
password

DSA "own" password
(OPWD)
DSA "peer-to-peer" password
(PPWD)

Expired
credentials

The bind
credentials have
expired

simple protected credential validity (CV)
credential expiration (CE)

Inappropriate
authentication

The DSA does not
permit the
authentication
method used in the
bind

all types authentication method for
binds (AMB)

The DSA's security subcomponent writes "notice" severity messages for DSP and DISP
bind errors to the DSA USR exception log file and the audit log file, if auditing is enabled.
The messages identify the protocol in use, the DSA that incurred the error, and the phase
of the bind in which the error occurred:

Bind Error from DSA DSA-Name : reason ...
Bind Request from DSA DSA-name failed : reason ...
Bind Result from DSA DSA-name failed : reason ...

For example :

Wed Dec  1 14:12:24 1999 dirxdsa NOTICE dir sec auth_dispatch.c
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1724-0 0x00000018

"DSP" Bind error from DSA "/DE/PQR/Manufacturing/PQR-DSA3"
received. Reason :"INAPPROPRIATE_AUTH".

Appendix A, "LDAP and DSA Exception Messages" provides a complete description of
the error message format and the messages returned by the DSA's security
subcomponent

You can use the DirX trace logging facility to analyze DSP and DISP bind operation.
Specify the ros.4.9 (communication) and/or sec.1.9 (authentication) subcomponents and
levels in the trace logging section of the DSA (server) logging configuration file of the
DSAs you want to analyze.

The next sections describe the authentication errors shown in the previous table as they
apply to DSP/DISP assocations and the DSA policies established for these associations.
Make sure you administer DSA policies carefully so as not to cause DSP and DISP
authentication problems.

6.2.3 The DSA-to-DSA Authentication Method is Not Allowed

The authentication method for bind (AMB) subcomponent of a DSA authentication policy
(AP) specifies one or more authentication methods acceptable for a bind from the
cooperating DSA(s) named in the DSA policy; for example, simple, simple-protected, or
simple-with-password.

If one authentication method is specified in the AMB for a single DSA or a group of DSAs,
the DSA security subcomponent uses this method for every outgoing DSP or DISP bind,
and accepts only this method for incoming DSP or DISP binds. It rejects all other
authentication methods with the error ”inappropriate authentication”.

If more than one authentication method is specified in the AMB for a single DSA or a
group of DSAs, the DSA security component uses the strongest method for every
outgoing DSP or DISP bind, and accepts all of the specified methods for incoming DSP or
DISP binds. It rejects all other authentication methods with the error ”inappropriate
authentication”.

6.2.4 The Bind Credentials are Incorrect

When the DSA authentication policy (AP) specifies simple-with-password as an
authentication method for bind (AMB), two subcomponents of the authentication policy
specify the bind credentials to be used by the cooperating DSAs:

l The "own" password (OPWD) subcomponent defines the local DSA's bind credentials
for simple-with-password authentication. This is the password that the DSA sends to
the cooperating DSA(s).
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l The peer-to-peer password (PPWD) subcomponent defines the bind credentials that
must be used by the cooperating DSA(s) named in the DSA policy. This is the
password that the local DSA expects to receive from the cooperating DSA(s).

The bind credentials specified in a DSP or DISP association between DSAs can be
incorrect because:

l One DSA uses the wrong credentials for the other DSA. If the credentials configured
in the DSA policies ("own" or peer-to-peer passwords) do not match the passwords
used in the bind request or bind result, the DSA security subcomponent returns the
error ”invalid credentials”.

l One DSA has administered the wrong credentials for the other DSA, so that even
though the other DSA submits the right credentials, the DSA rejects the bind because
its information shows the credentials to be wrong. The "own" passwords and peer-to-
peer passwords must be the same; that is, the OWPD subcomponent in the DSA
policy for DSA1 in the root DSE of DSA2 must match the PPWD component in the
DSA policy for DSA2 in the root DSE of DSA1, and vice-versa.

6.2.5 The Credentials Have Expired

When the DSA authentication policy (AP) specifies simple-protected as an authentication
method for bind (AMB), two subcomponents of the authentication policy can be used to
specify the time period for which the bind credentials to be used by the cooperating DSAs
are to be valid:

l The credential expiration (CE) subcomponent can be used to specify the time in
seconds after a bind is initiated that the outgoing credentials in DSP and DISP binds
are to expire.

l The credential validity (CV) subcomponent can be used to specify the time in seconds
after a bind that is initiated that the incoming credentials in DSP and DISP binds are
to expire.

If these subcomponents are not used, the cooperating DSAs default to a maximum CE
and CV time of 30 seconds; that is, credentials exchanges from DSA1 to DSA2 and back
must not be older than 30 seconds by default.

When the clocks on the two machines running the DSAs are not closely synchronized
enough to prevent the 30-second default credential expiration from occuring, "expired
credentials" errors can occur on one or the other DSA. If it is impossible to synchronize
the two machines, you can specify a longer time period for incoming or outgoing bind
credential validity using the Credential Expiration (CE) and  the Credential Validity (CV) of
the DSA authentication policy (AP) component.

6.3 Problems with Shadowing Operations
This section covers problems related to shadowing (replication) agreements and
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shadowing (DISP) operations. The following table lists the possible shadowing operation
problems.

Table 17: Shadowing Operation Problems

Symptom Cause

Shadowing agreement(s) are not
activated

Shadowing agreement(s) are not
enabled

DSA(s) are not running

DSA(s) cannot communicate

Unit(s) of replication are incorrectly
defined

Shadowing operation does not start

Begin-time has not passed

Total update does not complete DSA schemas do not match

Shadowing agreement(s) are not
activated

Shadowing agreement(s) are not
enabled

Incremental update does not complete

Insufficient resources

Update does not start when expected DISP is using validity time instead of
begin-time to calculate update schedule

The most common problem areas that relate to shadowing operation are:

1. Problems with DSA policies for DSP/DISP associations, which control the DSA-to-
DSA authentication that occurs between cooperating DSAs in a shadowing
agreement. Ensure that the DSA policies on the supplier and consumer DSA are not
preventing the cooperating DSAs from getting connections to each other.

2. Problems with the DSA schema definitions on the supplier and consumer DSAs. The
DSA schemas on the cooperating DSAs must be identical in order for shadowing
operations to run. Ensure that the DSA schemas on the supplier and consumer are
the same.

3. Problems with shadowing agreements that specify a scheduled update strategy. The
shadowing agreement validity time and the time values you specify in the scheduled
update strategy components (begin-time (BT), window-size (WS), and update-interval
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(UI) all work together to determine the time at which total and incremental updates
occur. Ensure that the values you specify will generate the results you expect.

Shadowing operations run asynchronously in the DSA process and there is no DirX
administrative command to display shadowing activity. However, you can use the DirX
administration tools to check whether shadowing operations are running or not. For
example, you can use the dirxadm nmi show command to check to see if a shadowing
subcomponent (thread) is running:

dirxadm> nmi show –mib APP –table ASSOCIATION –p

A shadowing subcomponent is indicated by SCI or SSI. You can also use the dirxadm
nmi show command to display the number of shadow entries:

dirxadm> nmi show –mib DSA –table ENTRIES –p

6.3.1 Shadowing Operation Does Not Start

This problem can be caused by any of the following reasons:

l One or both shadowing agreements are not activated

l One or both shadowing agreements are not enabled

l The consumer or supplier DSA is not running

l The consumer or supplier DSA cannot communicate with its partner DSA

l The "begin-time" of a scheduled update has not passed

l The unit of replication for one or both shadowing agreements is not correctly defined

Shadowing Agreements are not Activated

Both the supplier and consumer DSAs must have their shadowing agreement status set
to COOPERATIVE in order for shadow operation to be activated. If you see that
shadowing subcomponents have not started, you can use DirXmanage or the dirxadm
ob show command to check the operational-Binding-State of the agreement.

If you cannot access the peer DSA to check the shadowing status, check the DSA EXC
exception log file (located by default in the /server/log subdirectory of the DirX installation
directory) on the shadowing initiator DSA for the following type of shadow problem
message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

 - ID: "cn=PQR-DSA1,o=PQR,c=DE" 222,0 I S

 - PROBLEM: during Coordinate-result-processing;

            Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE;

            Result-Problem = Error-Result-agreement-inactive(2)
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 - REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected

 - DSA-HANDLING: Time-delayed-Restart

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  ...

                       Should: Establish-agreement-on-Peer-Dsa-
side-OR-terminate-agreement-on-this-side

Use DirXmanage or the dirxadm ob establish command to set the shadowing
agreement status to COOPERATIVE and activate the agreement.

Shadowing Agreements are not Enabled

If an activated shadowing agreement is disabled on a consumer or supplier DSA, it must
be explicitly enabled again in order to continue the shadowing process. Both the supplier
and consumer DSAs must have their shadowing agreements enabled in order for shadow
operation to occur.

Check the DSA EXC exception log file (located by default in the /server/log subdirectory
of the DirX installation directory) on both DSAs. On the initiator DSA, check for the
following type of shadow problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

 - ID: "cn=PQR-DSA1,o=PQR,c=DE" 222,0 I S

 - PROBLEM: during Coordinate-result-proccessing;

            Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE;

            Result-Problem = Error-Result-unwilling-to-perform(7)

 - REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected

 - DSA-HANDLING: Time-delayed-Restart

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  ...

                       Should: Go-and-see-exception-messages-for-
this-agreement-on-Peer-Dsa-side

On the responder DSA, check for the following type of shadow problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

 - ID: "cn=PQR-DSA2,o=PQR,c=DE" 222,0 R C

 - PROBLEM: during Processing-shadow-operation;

            Problem-Level = NON-RECOVERABLE;

            Configuration-Problem = Agreement-in-disabled-
state(2142)
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 - REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected

 - DSA-HANDLING: Returning (Error-Result-unwilling-to-perform(7));

                 Agreement-disabled;

                 Processing-Abandoned

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  ...

                       Should: For-this-agreement-check-up-
exceptions-occured;

                               Don't-forget-to-enable-if-it-was-
administrative-disabled

                       Must:   ENABLE-AGREEMENT-REQUIRED

Use DirXmanage or the dirxadm ob enable command to enable the shadowing
agreement.

The Consumer or Supplier DSA is not Running

If one of the partner DSAs is not running, shadow operation cannot occur. Check the DSA
EXC exception log file (located by default in the /server/log subdirectory of the DirX
installation directory) on the initiator DSA for the following type of shadow problem
message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

 - ID: "cn=PQR-DSA1,o=PQR,c=DE" 222,0 I S

 - PROBLEM: during Binding-result-proccessing;

            Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE;

            Result-Problem = Operation-aborted

 - REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected

 - DSA-HANDLING: Time-delayed-Restart

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  Go-and-see-Peer-Dsa-is-being-up;

                               Go-and-see-exception-messages-for-
this-agreement-

on-Peer-Dsa-side

                       Should: ...

On UNIX systems, use the dirxadm start command to start the local DSA and the
dirxadm start command with the –host option to start a remote DSA.

On Windows NT systems, use the Services option in the Control Panel to start the local
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DSA and the start –host command in the DirX Administration window to start a remote
DSA (on a UNIX system only). See the chapter "Starting and Stopping the Directory
Service" in the DirX Administration Guide for more information.

You can also use DirXmanage from a Windows NT system to start a specific Directory
Service (DSA and LDAP server). In order to use this function, a server profile must exist
for the DSA to be started.

Partner DSAs Cannot Communicate

This problem can occur for any of the following reasons:

l The operational binding IDs specified in the consumer and supplier shadowing
agreements do not match

l The presentation address for the partner DSA (supplier or consumer) is incorrect

l There is a problem with DSA-to-DSA authentication that is preventing a connection
from being established

Check the DSA EXC exception log file on the initiator DSA. If the EXC log file contains the
following type of shadow problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

 - ID: "cn=PQR-DSA1,o=PQR,c=DE" 22,0 I S

 - PROBLEM: during Coordinate-result-proccessing;

            Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE;

            Result-Problem = Error-Result-invalid-agreement-
identification(1)

 - REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected

 - DSA-HANDLING: Time-delayed-Restart

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  ...

                       Should: Check-up-Dsa-name-and-agreement-ID-
must-be-equal/available-on-both-sides

Then the operational binding IDs are not the same. If the EXC log file contains the
following type of shadow problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

 - ID: "cn=PQR-DSA1,o=PQR,c=DE" 22,0 I S

 - PROBLEM: during Binding-result-proccessing;

            Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE;

            Local-Problem = L-(1705)
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 - REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected

 - DSA-HANDLING: Sending (Association-abort);

                 Time-delayed-Restart

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  No-particular-recommendation

                       Should: No-particular-recommendation

Then there is an error in the PSAP address for the target DSA.

If the operational binding IDs for the supplier and consumer DSAs match, and their
presentation addresses have been specified correctly in the shadowing agreements, then
it is possible that the cause of the problem might be related instead to DSA-to-DSA
authentication. See the section "Problems with Authentication" for the types of problems
that can occur.

The Begin-Time of a Scheduled Update has not Passed

This problem occurs only with shadowing agreements using a scheduled update strategy.
The Begin-Time (BT) component of a shadowing agreement's scheduled update strategy
defines the time at which the first total update is to occur. The begin-time value is
specified in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Consequently, depending on the local time, it
is possible that the "begin-time" time has not yet passed.

You can use the DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable to help you determine when
"begin-time" is to pass. The DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable controls the types of
shadow processing events that the shadowing components write to the DSA USR
exception log file; see the chapter "Getting Status Information" for a description of the
possible message generation levels you can select. On the initiator DSA:

1. Disable the shadowing agreement and stop the DSA.

2. Set the DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable to 1. This setting invokes the
shadow initiator thread to write shadow processing events to the DSA USR exception
log file.

3. Start the DSA and enable the shadowing agreement.

4. Examine the shadow processing messages in the USR exception log file. The
shadow initiator process will write the time (in GMT) of the next scheduled
incremental update.

The Unit of Replication is Incorrectly Defined

The "unit of replication" portion of a shadowing agreement defines:

l The context prefix of the naming context that holds the entries to be replicated

l The area within the naming context that contains the entries to be replicated; this is
the "replicated area"
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l The entry attributes that are to be replicated

l The knowledge references that are to be replicated

Shadow operation will not start if:

l The definitions of the replicated area in the consumer and supplier shadowing
agreements do not match

l The context prefix is not specified correctly for the shadowing agreement

Check the DSA EXC exception log file (located by default in the /server/log subdirectory
of the DirX installation directory) on both DSAs. On the supplier DSA, check for the
following type of shadowing problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

 - ID: "cn=PQR-DSA1,o=PQR,c=DE" 222,0 I S

 - PROBLEM: during Up-segment-result-proccessing;

            Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE;

            Result-Problem = Error-Result-unwilling-to-perform(7)

 - REPLICATED-AREA: Peer-may-require-new-Total-Update

 - DSA-HANDLING: Sending (Association-abort);

                 Time-delayed-Restart

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  ...

                       Should: Go-and-see-exception-messages-for-
this-agreement-on-Peer-Dsa-side

On the consumer DSA, check for the following type of shadow problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

- ID: "cn=PQR-DSA2,o=PQR,c=DE" 222,0 R C

 - PROBLEM: during Proccessing-update;

            Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE;

            Operation-Problem = Prefix-information-in-agreement-
and-update-pdu-mismatched(2531)

 - REPLICATED-AREA: New-Total-Update-required

 - DSA-HANDLING: Returning (Error-Result-unwilling-to-perform(7));

                 Processing-Abandoned

 - ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall:  ...
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                       Should: On-both-sides-for-this-agreement-
check-up-prefix-and-base-definition

These messages indicate that the consumer and supplier replicated area definitions do
not match. Use DirXmanage or dirxadm to correct the definitions of the replicated area in
the supplier and/or consumer shadowing agreements so that they are the same.

If shadow operation does not start and the DSA EXC exception log files do not contain
error messages about mismatched replicated areas, it could mean that the context prefix
is incorrectly defined in the consumer and/or the supplier shadowing agreements. The
context prefix is created on the consumer DSA before shadowing operations begin. When
a context prefix is incorrect, no error messages are written to the DSA exception log files.
You can see that shadow operations have not started, and you can see that there are no
shadow entries created on the consumer DSA.

6.3.2 The Total Update Does not Complete Successfully

When a total update does not complete successfully, users cannot find all of the
shadowed entries on the consumer DSAs and the update status returned in a dirxadm
ob show operation (or by DirXmanage) will show an incomplete update, as shown in the
following example:

OBS=COOPERATIVE
OBMV={VF=timestamp},AGR={SS={AREA={CP={/O=PQR},RA={DEF=TRUE}},
ATT={DEF=TRUE}}}
US={D=FALSE,US={CUS={LU=00000000000000Z,CUS=TOTAL-UPDATE}}}
OR=CONSUMER

If the total update was successful, a dirxadm ob show command returns the following
type of information:

US={CUS={LU=timestamp,CUS=INCREMENTAL-UPDATE}}}

The DSA schemas of the supplier and consumer DSAs must be identical in order for a
total update operation to perform successfully. Check the DSA EXC exception log file
(located by default in the /server/log subdirectory of the DirX installation directory) for the
following type of shadow problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING
– ID: "cn=PQR-DSA1,o=PQR,c=DE"88,0 R C
– PROBLEM: during processing-update;
     Problem-Level = NON-RECOVERABLE;
     Configuration-Problem = Data-Base-Schema-Error(1419)
- REPLICATED-AREA: New-Total-Update-required
– DSA-HANDLING: Returning (Error-Result-unwilling-to-perform(7));
      Agreement-disabled;
      Processing-Abandoned
ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall: ...
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        Should: On-both-sides-check-up-Global-Schema-compatibility
        Must:   ENABLE-AGREEMENT-REQUIRED

This message indicates that the DSA schemas on the supplier and consumer DSAs are
not synchronized. Use dirxadm or DirXmanage to:

1. Disable the shadowing agreement on the supplier and consumer DSAs.

2. Synchronize the DSA schemas of the supplier and consumer DSAs.

3. Enable the shadowing agreement on the supplier and consumer DSAs.

Note that the error message shown in this section is only generated with DirX installations
of B20 or higher.

6.3.3 An Incremental Update Does not Complete Successfully

This problem can occur because:

l One or both shadowing agreements are not activated

l One or both shadowing agreements are not enabled

l The DSA process has insufficient resources to perform the operation

Examine the shadowing agreements on both the supplier and consumer DSAs to ensure
that they are activated (COOPERATIVE status) and enabled.

Next, check the DSA EXC exception log file on both the supplier and consumer DSAs for
a message that contains the string:

CTX-NO-MEMORY

This kind of message indicates that the DSA process cannot allocate the memory it needs
to perform the update operation. This problem can occur if the system on which the DSA
process is running imposes limits on the amount of memory that processes can allocate.
The DirX environment variable DIRX_CTX_LIMIT controls the maximum amount of
memory (in Megabytes) that the DSA process is permitted to allocate. You can use the
DIRX_CTX_LIMIT environment variable to set a maximum memory use limit for the
dirxdsa process that corresponds to the process memory allocation limit set in the
underlying system.

6.3.4 A Total or Incremental Update Does not Start When Expected

This problem occurs only on DirX versions from 5.0A00 through 5.0B10. It can occur
when the validity time of the shadowing agreement—the time at which the shadowing
agreement was created—is later than the begin-time specified in the shadowing
agreement. The dirxadm ob create operation establishes the validity time when it
creates the agreement, regardless of what is specified for validity time in the shadowing
agreement. The DirX administrator defines the begin-time in the shadowing agreement.

When begin-time is earlier than validity time, the shadow initiator thread uses the validity
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time instead of the begin-time to calculate the time at which the next total or incremental
update is to occur.

You can use the DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable to help you determine when the
next update is scheduled to occur. The DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable controls
the types of shadow processing messages that the shadowing components write to the
DSA USR exception log file; see the chapter "Getting Status Information" for information
on the levels of shadow processing you can select. On the supplier DSA:

1. Disable the shadowing agreement and stop the DSA.

2. Set the DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable to 1. This setting invokes the
shadow initiator thread to write shadow processing events to the DSA USR exception
log file.

3. Start the DSA and enable the shadowing agreement.

4. Examine the shadow processing messages in the USR exception log file. The
shadow initiator thread will write the time (in GMT) of the next scheduled total or
incremental update.

6.4 Problems with Distributed Configurations
A distributed configuration is one in which the directory service is provided with several
DSAs, which always have knowledge of the others. A DAP request sent to one DSA will
not be always performed by this first DSA but for some reason by another one. The
following configurations can be considered to be distributed:

l Different parts of the tree are held by different DSAs; the DSAs hold all master entries
and have a knowledge of the other DSAs. This knowledge allows every DSA to
accept a DAP request and to chain it, using DSP, to the appropriate other DSAs. In
this case, the knowledge references can be subordinate references, superior
references, immediate superior references or cross references. All of these
references contain the name of the cooperating DSA as a AE-title and its presentation
address.

l Some parts of the tree held by one or several master DSAs are shadowed to
consumer DSAs. The DUAs connect to the nearest DSAs which are normally the
shadow DSAs.

l A combination of the distributed configurations just described

In distributed configurations, the DirX administrator must have a clear view of when and
why a DSA connects to another DSA. Administrators should monitor the DSA MIBs and
the association table within it. To monitor the MIBs, administrators can use the
DirXmonitor graphical user interface or the Tcl scripts for monitoring provided with the
DirX installation. The audit log also clearly reflects the distributed behavior of the DSAs.

When analyzing distribution configurations, keep the following aspects in mind:
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l The dirxcp program can follow a referral if the -automaticcontinuation service
control is set to true (default). See the section "Determining DSP Bind Failure" for
more information.

l In pure shadowing configurations, the consumer DSA will chain to the supplier DSA
for modify operations or depending on service controls (dont use copy, copy shalldo)
or on the request (all operational attributes). The consumer DSA will use the supplier
reference created on the consumer DSA when the shadowing agreement is created.

l A DSA can have only one presentation address and the last one to change it "wins".
Multiple shadowing agreements and knowledge references can be defined for a
single DSA, but the DSA name and presentation address given in each entry's
attributes must be the same across all of these entries. If an administrator creates a
shadowing agreement or knowledge reference that specifies the same DSA name as
the previous entries, but mistypes the DSA's presentation address, DirX treats this
mistyped presentation address as an update to the DSA's presentation address.

Errors in distributed configurations generally occur for the reasons described in
"Problems with Communication" and "Problems with Authentication". In particular, ensure
that the DSA presentation addresses in knowledge references and in shadowing
agreements are in the correct format and are the correct values for the DSAs to which
they apply. Communication problems are frequently caused by incorrect DSA
presentation address elements.

6.5 Problems with Database Inconsistencies
This section covers problems caused by inconsistencies in the DSA's database. In
general, the following types of errors indicate a DSA database inconsistency:

l The error message "Unwilling-to-perform" displayed by a DirX administration client
such as dirxcp or dirxadm

l The error message "Unknown-error-from-DSA" displayed by a DirX administration
client such as dirxcp or dirxadm

l Specific attributes are not returned on a DAP, LDAP, or RPC search or list operation

These errors can occur for any of the following reasons:

l The database ISAM files have become corrupted. On UNIX systems, using the kill –9
command to stop a DSA frequently causes this problem to occur

l Subordinate indexes of the DIT have become corrupted. This problem often occurs
when a subtree is moved because the operation touches both the source and
destination indexes.

l Entry "references"—attribute values of the entry with distinguished name syntax—
have become invalid. This problem occurs when the entry in the DIT that the
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reference specifies has been deleted from the database. In this case, the entry
reference cannot be resolved.

DirX provides the following tools to help you investigate and repair DirX DSA database
inconsistencies:

l dirxcheck—checks and repairs ISAM file integrity but does not repair ISAM fila
variable data

l dirxpack—packs and rebuilds ISAM files and repairs ISAM file variable data

l dirxreorg—checks and reorganizes a DirX DSA database

These tools run on both UNIX and Windows NT systems.

When you encounter a DSA database inconsistency:

1. Use the dirxcheck/dirxpack tools to check and repair the integrity of the ISAM data
files.

2. If no ISAM problems are detected, use the dirxreorg tool to check for and repair
subordinate tree index problems and invalid reference problems.

Before you run these tools, you must issue the dirxadm sys opmode READONLY
command to restrict the use of the database to read-only operations (search, list and
show). When the DSA runs in this mode, it rejects any update operations (add, delete,
modify). After you have finished database verification and/or reorganization, issue the
dirxadm sys opmode READWRITE to return the DSA to full operation.

It is recommended that you back up the DSA database before you run any of the
database reorganization tools.

6.5.1 Detecting and Repairing ISAM Data File Problems

The ISAM data files consist of index data file (files with the .idx extension) and value data
file (files with the .dat extension) pairs. The ISAM data files are located in the /server/Db
subdirectory of the DirX installation directory. To check for ISAM data file integrity, run the
dirxcheck tool in the /server/Db subdirectory. Make sure you redirect stdout to a file to
capture the dirxcheck output.

To check the integrity of all of the ISAM data files, you can issue the following sequence
of commands on a UNIX system:

ls *.idx | awk '{FS="."} {print $1} > isamfiles

dirxcheck 'cat isamfiles' > dcheck_idex.log

grep fail dcheck_idx.log

If the output of the grep command contains the error:

Checking variable length…failed
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Run the dirxpack tool on the ISAM data file pair(s) for which the error is reported. For
example:

dpack ldapnames attributes

If the output of the grep command contains one of these errors:

Checking data…failed
             data free list is corrupt

Checking index 1…failed
            index count mismatch

Run dirxcheck with the –f option on the ISAM data file pair(s) for which the error is
reported to repair the corrupted indexes. For example:

dcheck -f ldapnames attributes

You can also use dirxcheck to repair specific indexes within ISAM data file pairs:

1. Run dirxcheck on the ISAM data file pair without any arguments. This step generates
a list of indexes.

2. Run dirxcheck with the –B option on the ISAM data file pair and specify the indexes
within the file that you want to repair. For example:

dirxcheck –B1 –B3 objects

repairs index 1 and index 3 of the objects data file pair.

6.5.2 Detecting and Repairing Corrupted Subordinate Indexes

If the dirxcheck tool does not return any error information about the ISAM data files, the
database inconsistency could be caused by corrupted subordinate indexes You can use
the dirxreorg tool to check for and repair these problems.

Run the dirxreorg tool on the DSA database with the –c and –t and –r options to check
and repair corrupted subordinate tree indexes. Make sure you redirect stderr to a file
when you run dirxreorg to check for corrupted subordinate tree indexes, because
dirxreorg writes its reports on database errors to stderr. For example:

dirxreorg –d dsa_db_path –ctr > index_errors

The description of dirxreorg in the DirX Administration Reference shows some examples
of subordinate index error reports.

6.5.3 Detecting and Repairing Invalid References

If the dirxcheck tool does not return any error information about the ISAM data files, and
the database inconsistency symptoms are:

l An update operation returns an "unwilling to perform" message on an entry
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l An entry is known to exist in the database, but the client, for example dirxcp, cannot
display it

It is likely that the problem is an invalid reference. Run the dirxreorg tool on the DSA
database with the -c and -d and -r options to check and repair invalid entry references.
Make sure you redirect stderr to a file when you run dirxreorg to capture its reports on
reference errors. For example:

dirxreorg –d dsa_db_path –cdr > reference_errors

Search the reference_errors file for error patterns such as:

Error in check DN references

DSE 7 contains a wrong number of references (-1) for attribute
2.5.18.3

6.6 Problems with DSA Schema Inconsistencies
This section describes problems related to inconsistencies between the DSA schema and
the DirX DSA database. With this problem, the user receives the error:

Object class violation

(displayed by the client in use) when attempting to add an attribute type that has
previously been added successfully.

This kind of error can indicate that changes to the DSA schema have introduced
inconsistencies between the schema and the contents of the DirX DSA database. This
problem is most likely to occur when the installation is set up with a DSA schema that
defines a large number of attribute types for its object classes, and then subsequently,
some of these attribute types are removed from the DSA schema, although they are
already in use in the database.

Use the dirxreorg tool with the -c and –s options to check for DSA schema
inconsistencies. Make sure you redirect stderr to a file to capture its reports on schema
errors. For example:

dirxreorg –d dsa_db_path –cs > schema_errors

The tool reports the following types of schema inconsistencies:

l Missing mandatory attributes in entries

l Invalid attribute syntax used in entries

l Invalid object class values

l Attributes used in an entry that are in precluded lists of DIT content rules

l Invalid entry attributes (the attribute is not allowed for the entry)
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l Collective attribute subentries that do not contain at least one collective attribute
definition

l Alias entries that have been assigned the administrative role attribute

l Subentry superior DSEs that are not administrative points or do not contain the
correct administrative role attribute

You can use the dirxreorg tool to detect schema inconsistencies in entries that were
created with dirxadm (which does not check the schema when it creates an entry).

You (or the DirX administrator for the DSA) must use DirXmanage or dirxadm to repair
the schema inconsistencies reported by dirxreorg. The description of dirxreorg in the
DirX Administration Reference shows some examples of schema inconsistencies.
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Chapter

7 Problems with X.509 Attributes

This chapter describes problems related to the addition of X.509 attributes to entries in
the DSA's DIT with the LDAP and DAP "add entry" and "modify entry" operations. Adding
X.509 attributes to entries in the DSA can be problematic for two reasons:

l The structure of X.509 attributes is complex (X.509 attributes include User Certificate,
CA Certificate, Certificate Revocation List, Authority Revocation List, and Cross
Certificate Pair)

l The generation and encoding of X.509 attributes is performed by the components of a
Public Key infrastructure (PKI), which is not part of the Directory Service architecture

Both these reasons can lead to structural problems with the X.509 attributes that the DSA
encounters when it decodes the structured attribute and performs syntax checking on its
components. The Distinguished Name part of the X.509 attribute is the most likely
component to contain structural errors.

There are two DSA return codes for "add entry" and "modify entry" operations that
indicate the possibility of structural problems in an X.509 attribute. The following table
shows these return codes and the corresponding structural problems that can cause
these errors:

Table 18: X.509 Attribute Problems

Return Code Problem

Invalid attribute syntax (1) unknown object identifier(s) in RDN
attribute type
(2) invalid characters in string names

Unwilling to perform the operation (1) invalid object identifier encoding
(2) incorrect encoding tags for string
values

The most common reason for these errors is invalid ASN.1 encoding of the X.509
attribute values. Examine the encoding of the X.509 attribute values for possible
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problems; the next sections describe some common encoding problems that can occur.

If the attribute value is not human-readable (for example, because it is a binary value),
you can trace the "add entry" or "modify entry" operation as follows:

l For LDAP, enable LDAP server logging with the level ldap_req.7.8

l For DAP, enable DUA logging with the level api.1.9

In both cases, the generated log file will contain a hexadecimal dump of the attribute
value that you can extract and analyze with an offline ASN.1 decoder.

Other DSA return codes, such as Object Class Violation, indicate problems that
are not related to the X.509 attribute structure problems described here.

7.1 Unknown Object Identifiers in RDN Attribute Type
The DSA returns an Invalid attribute syntax error if the distinguished names
contained in an X.509 attribute use naming attribute types (expressed as object identifiers
(OIDs)) that are not defined in the DSA schema. To check for undefined X.509 RDNs, you
can use the following dirxadm command on each X.509 naming attribute type:

dirxadm> gs show AT -o oid

where oid is the OID for the X.509 naming attribute type.

Use the DirX administration tools to add the definitions for the unknown X.509 naming
attribute types to the DSA schema; you do not need to add name form definitions or
content rules.

As a workaround to this problem, you can also set the DirX environment variable
DIRX_DONT_CHECK_DN_IN_CERT to 1 and run the dirxdsa process in this
environment.

7.2 Invalid Characters in String Values
The DSA returns an Invalid attribute syntax error if any of the RDN values in the
X.509 attribute contain characters that are not valid for their string type. For example, this
error occurs if an RDN string value is tagged as PrintableString, but contains the German
Umlaut encoded as a LATIN-1 extended character. This rule does not apply to Country
Name values. For Country Name (which is PrintableString syntax), the DSA only checks
to ensure that there are no more than two characters in the string. It does not check the
actual character values.

To solve this problem, the application that has produced the attribute encoding should
ensure that the attribute syntax, the ASN.1 encoding tag, and the character set used to
encode the attribute value match up correctly.

As a workaround to this problem, you can also set the DirX environment variable
DIRX_DONT_CHECK_DN_IN_CERT to 1 and run the dirxdsa process in this
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environment. As a result, the DSA is usually able to add the attribute to the entry.
However, problems can occur with directory clients that read and interpret the
distinguished names contained in the attribute and rely on the correct syntax and
character set being used in RDN values.

7.3 Invalid Object Identifier Encoding
The DSA returns an Unwilling to perform operation error if any of the X.509
attribute's components use attribute types (expressed by OIDs)) that contain incorrect
ASN.1 encoding. Since it is the Certificate Authority application that has generated the
invalid ASN.1 encoding, there is no DirX administration solution or workaround to this
problem.

7.4 Incorrect Encoding Tags for String Values
The DSA returns an Unwilling to perform operation error if any of the RDN
values in the X.509 attribute are incorrectly tagged for their attribute syntax. From the
ASN.1 point of view, the string values of RDNs are encoded as restricted character types.
The attribute's syntax defines which restricted character string type can be used. The
problem described here can occur if:

l A Common Name value (syntax DirectoryString, which is a choice of PrintableString,
T61String, or BMPString) is tagged as ia5-string

l A Country Name value (syntax PrintableString) is tagged as t61-string or ia5-string

l An RFC822-Mailbox value (syntax IA5String) is tagged as t61-string

The attribute syntax mappings are based on a standard schema.

Since it is the Certificate Authority application that has generated the invalid string tags,
there is no DirX administration solution or workaround to this problem.
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Chapter

8 Managing System and DirX Resources

This chapter describes how to solve problems related to system resource usage by DirX
components, including how to:

l Tune the host operating system for DirX process operation

l Handle insufficient system resource errors

l Tune DirX components

8.1 Tuning the Host Operating System for DirX
To avoid problems with DirX processes that are caused by insufficient system resources,
ensure that the limits for these resources on the host operating system correspond to the
requirements of your DirX configuration. The next sections discuss how to:

l Tune connection-oriented system resources for DirX usage

l Tune the host operating system to accommodate large DSA databases or a large
number of clients

l Manage thread usage

l Manage DSA memory allocation

l Manage incoming connections to a DSA

8.1.1 Tuning Connection-Oriented System Resources

The following table lists the DirX components and their corresponding use of connection-
oriented system resources on UNIX and NT platforms.
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Table 19: DirX Component Communication Resource Usage

Resource DirX
Component

Usage

dirxcp 2, plus 1 for each connection

dirxadm up to 8

DirXmanage dirxcp plus dirxadm usage for each
session/bind

LDAP server 3, plus one for each LDAP connection, plus
one for each DAP connection

Sockets

DSA 5, plus one for each connection

dirxcp 2

dirxadm 1

LDAP server 1

DirXmanage dirxcp plus dirxadm usage for each
session/bind

UDP
connections

DSA 3

dirxcp 1 for each DAP connection to the DSA

dirxadm Up to 7 for RPC connections to the DSA
and LDAP server

DirXmanage dirxcp plus dirxadm usage for each
session/bind

LDAP server 1 for each LDAP, DAP, or RPC connection

TCP
connections

DSA 1 for each DAP, DISP, DSP, or RPC
connection

The connection-oriented resources shown in the previous table are not configurable on
Windows NT systems. On UNIX systems, you can use system (kernel) parameters to
configure the operating system's communication resources to support your DirX
configuration. For example, suppose you want to run 50 dirxcp processes and 1 DSA
process on one machine. For this configuration, you must set the system's kernel
parameters to at least the following values:

l The kernel parameter that controls the maximum number of sockets must be set to
205 (150 for dirxcp, and 55 for the DSA). On SINIX platforms, this is the NUMSOM
kernel parameter; for other UNIX platforms, the parameter that controls the maximum
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number of open file descriptors controls the limit on the number of sockets. Siemens
recommends that you set this value no higher than 1024.

l The kernel parameter that controls the maximum number of UDP connections must
be set to 103 (100 for dirxcp, and 3 for the DSA). On SINIX platforms, this is the
NUDP parameter.

l The kernel parameter that controls the maximum number of TCP connections must
be set to 100 (50 for dirxcp, and 50 for the DSA). On SINIX platforms, this is the
NTCP parameter.

8.1.2 Tuning for Large DirX Installations (UNIX)

To accommodate heavy load conditions; that is, very large databases and/or a large
number of clients, the system resources on the DSA's host operating system should be
tuned to support:

l Unlimited file size for the user ID /root performing the DirX installation

l More than 512 sockets

l More than 128 network users (SINIX platforms only, through the MAXUSERS
parameter)

In addition, the number of file descriptors per process must be set to the maximum
number of sockets plus 50.

8.1.3 Managing Thread Usage

When an operating system platform provides a threads package (for example, HP-UX).
the DirX environment variable DIRX_MAX_THREADS provides a platform-independent
way to control the maximum number of threads that can run concurrently in a DirX
process. A "DirX thread" is defined as one thread executing one request; consequently,
100 users can run on a DSA if the DIRX_MAX_THREADS environment variable is set to
100.

If there is no thread limit set on the host system, The DSA process and the LDAP server
process use the value set in DIRX_MAX_THREADS. If there is a system limit set on
threads, then DIRX_MAX_THREADS must be less than or equal to that system limit.

DIRX_MAX_THREADS has a default value of 128. This can be too few or too many
depending on your system and should be adapted to your system configuration. The
value you select for DIRX_MAX_THREADS depends on the performance characteristics
of the target system (for example, the amount of main memory available, the number of
processors available, and so on).

8.1.4 Managing DSA Memory Allocation

DirX implements a context-specific memory allocation package that is based on the
native malloc() memory allocation package. This extension allows the DSA process (and
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all other DirX processes) to perform context-specific memory allocation. The functions
operate as native functions, allocating and releasing memory within context, and then at
the end of the operation, the context is released.

The DirX environment variable DIRX_CTX_LIMIT allows you to limit the amount of
memory that the DSA process can allocate "in context". For example, if there is no
system memory allocation limit set on the host operating system, and the
DIRX_CTX_LIMIT is set to 100MB, then the sum of all allocations "in context" cannot
exceed 100MB. So, you can have one context of 100MB max, or 10 contexts of 10MB
each.

The value of DIRX_CTX_LIMIT affects DISP associations. For example, an incremental
update can fail if the limit set by DIRX_CTX_LIMIT prevents the DSA process from
allocating a sufficient amount of memory to perform the update.

DIRX_CTX_LIMIT has a default value of "unlimited". Siemens recommends that you set it
to a value that corresponds to the process memory allocation limit set for the host
operating system. See the section entitled "Handling Insufficient System Resources" for
more information about how to display and set your host system's process memory
allocation limit.

8.1.5 Managing Incoming Connections

DirX allows you to define a maximum number of incoming connections to control the
incoming load on a DSA. Defining a maximum number of incoming connections limits the
number of transport connections that can be made to a DSA.

For a user accessing the DSA over DAP, there is normally a one-to-one relationship
between the DAP connection and the underlying transport connection. This is not true for
the LDAP server, which shares DAP associations over the same transport connection.

The DirX environment variable DIRX_CON_LIMIT specifies the maximum number of
incoming connections to the DSA. The maximum connection limit applies to all incoming
connections, including incoming DSP assocations from another DSA. It does not apply to
outgoing connections, so it does not affect chaining.

For example, a value of 100 in DIRX_CON_LIMIT means that a maximum of 100
simultaneous incoming connections can be supported. The default value for
DIRX_CON_LIMIT is 128. On SINIX platforms, the NTCP and NUMSOM kernel
parameters must be configured to support the value you select for DIRX_CON_LIMIT.

8.2 Handling Insufficient System Resource Errors
DirX processes use their host operating system's resources, especially:

l File descriptors, for database access

l Sockets, for network access
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l Main memory

If the defined limit for a system resource is exceeded while the DirX process is running,
the operation in progress fails, and an error message is normally reported in the
process's EXC exception log file.

In most cases, the error message in the exception log file indicates the system resource
whose limit was exceeded. The following table shows some common errors and their
causes.

Table 20: Insufficient System Resource Errors

Symptom Problem

Socket creation fails with errno equal
to EMFILE (too many open files)

The file descriptor limit was exceeded

Opening (or creating) a file fails with
errno equal to EMFILE (too many open
files)

The file descriptor limit was exceeded

Memory allocation or reallocation fails
(returns NULL pointer)

The main memory limit (data segment
with respect to virtual memory size)
was exceeded

Writing into a file fails with errno equal
to EFBIG (file too large)

The file size limit was exceeded

Writing into a file fails with errno equal
to ENOSPC (no space left on device)

The disk space limit was exceeded

On UNIX systems, the system resources shown in the previous table can be managed;
on Windows NT systems, they are not configurable. To solve these problems on UNIX
systems, you can increase the system resource limit by:

l Using the shell built-in command ulimit (all UNIX platforms but HP-UX)

l Changing the corresponding kernel parameter with the sam utility (HP-UX)

The next sections provide more information.

Note: the number of open files per process should never exceed 1024 on all platforms.

8.2.1 Managing System Resource Limits on SunOS Platforms

On SunOS 5.6 platforms, you use the limit, ulimit and unlimit commands to display, set
and unset system resource limits. The following table shows the command options that
control the limits on system resources most commonly used by DirX processes. Consult
your operating system documentation for a complete description of ulimit command
syntax.
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After you use ulimit to set up your system resource limits, add these limits to the .dirxrc
file to ensure that they are always in force for DirX processes.The DirX installation
creates the .dirxrc file in the home directory of the user ID that is running the installation
procedure. Add the ulimit commands to this file using the ulimit command line syntax.

Table 21: SunOS 5.6 (SPARC) Resource Management

Shell Command Option Limit Set by Option

-d The maximum size of data segment or
heap (in bytes)

-f The maximum file size (in 512-byte
blocks)

-n The maximum file descriptor plus 1

sh ulimit

-v The maximum size of virtual memory (in
Kbytes)

filesize The largest single file allowed; limited to
the size of the file system

datasize The maximum size of a process's heap (in
bytes)

descriptors The maximum number of file descriptors

csh limit,
unlimit

memorysize The maximum size of virtual memory

-d The number of Kbytes on the size of the
data area

-f The number of 512-byte blocks on files
written by child processes (files of any
size can be read)

-n The number of file descriptors plus 1

ksh ulimit

-v The number of Kbytes for virtual memory

8.2.2 Managing System Resource Limits on AIX Platforms

On AIX 4.3 platforms, you use the, ulimit command to display, set and unset system
resource limits. The following table shows the command options that control the limits on
system resources most commonly used by DirX processes. Consult your operating
system documentation for a complete description of ulimit command syntax.
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Table 22: AIX 4.3 (RIOS) Resource Management

Shell Command Option Limit Set by Option

-d The size of the data area in Kbytes

-f The file size limit in blocks (when the limit
parameter is used)

-m The size of physical memory, in Kbytes

n/a ulimit

-n The maximum number of file descriptors a
process may have

After you use ulimit to set up your system resource limits, add these limits to the .dirxrc
file to ensure that they are always in force for DirX processes. The DirX installation
creates the .dirxrc file in the home directory of the user ID that is running the installation
procedure. Add the ulimit commands to this file using the ulimit command line syntax.

8.2.3 Managing System Resource Limits on SINIX Platforms

On SINIX 5.43 platforms, you use the ulimit(1) command to display, set and unset
system resource limits. The following table shows the command options that control the
limits on system resources most commonly used by DirX processes. Consult your
operating system documentation for a complete description of ulimit command syntax.

Table 23: SINIX 5.43 (RM400/RM600) Resource Management

Shell Command Option Limit Set by Option

-d The maximum size of the data segment or
heap in Kbytes

-f The maximum file size (in 512-byte
blocks)

-n The maximum number of file descriptors
plus 1

n/a ulimit

-v The maximum virtual memory size (in
Kbytes)

For SINIX 5.43, changes with ulimit to system resource limits must fall within the range
defined by the corresponding kernel parameter. Consequently, you may also need to
change kernel parameter values. Examine the file /etc/conf/cf.d/mtune or
/etc/conf/cf.d/stune to determine the current kernel parameter values. The following
table lists kernel parameters that control system resources most commonly used by DirX
processes. Consult the Tuning Guide RM200, RM300, RM400, RM600 for complete
information.
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Table 24: SINIX 5.43 Kernel Parameters

Kernel Parameter Description

SFSSZLIM, HFSZLIM Soft/hard limit value specifying the maximum size of a file

SFNOLUM, NFNOLIM Soft/hard limit value specifying the maximum number of
open files a process may have

SDATLIM, HDATLIM Soft/hard limit value specifying the maximum data
segment size of a process

SVMMLIM, HVMMLIM Soft/hard limit value specifying the maximum virtual size
of a process

NUMSOM Maximum number of sockets

NTCP Maximum number of TCP connections

NUDP Maximum number of UDP connections

After you use ulimit to set up your system resource limits, add these limits to the .dirxrc
file to ensure that they are always in force for DirX processes. The DirX installation
creates the .dirxrc file in the home directory of the user ID that is running the installation
procedure. Add the ulimit commands to this file using the ulimit command line syntax.

8.2.4 Managing System Resource Limits on LINUX Platforms

On LINUX platforms, you use the ulimit command to display, set and unset system
resource limits. The following table shows the command options that control the limits on
system resources most commonly used by DirX processes. Consult your operating
system documentation for a complete description of ulimit command syntax.
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Table 25: LINUX Resource Management

Shell Command Option Limit Set by Option

-d The maximum size of a process's data
segment

-f The maximum size of files created by the
shell

-n The maximum number of open file
descriptors (most systems do not allow
this value to be set)

bash ulimit

-v The maximum amount of virtual memory
available to the shell

-S Sets the soft limit only (the default is to
set both hard and soft limits)

-d Specifies the size limit in Kbytes on the
size of the data area

-f Specifies the size limit in 512-byte blocks
on files written by the shell and its child
processes (files of any size may be read)

-n Specifies the maximum number of file
descriptors that can be open at one time

ksh ulimit

-v Specifies the limit in Kbytes on the
amount of virtual memory used; on some
systems, this is the maximum allowable
virtual address (in bytes, not Kbytes)

After you use ulimit to set up your system resource limits, add these limits to the .dirxrc
file to ensure that they are always in force for DirX processes. The DirX installation
creates the .dirxrc file in the home directory of the user ID that is running the installation
procedure. Add the ulimit commands to this file using the ulimit command line syntax.

8.2.5 Managing System Resource Limits on HP-UX Platforms

On HP-UX platforms, you use the sam administration tool to change the limits on system
resources set by HP-UX kernel parameters. Examine the files in /etc/conf/master.d on
the HP-UX system to determine the current kernel parameter settings.

The following table shows the kernel parameters that control the system resources most
commonly used by DirX processes. Consult your operating system documentation for
complete details about HP-UX kernel parameters.
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Table 26: HP-UX Resource Management

Kernel
Parameter

Minimum Maximum Default Resource Controlled

maxfiles_lim 30 60000 1024 The hard limit for the
number of files a
process is allowed to
have open
simultaneously.

maxdsiz 0x400000
(4Mbytes)

0x7B03A00
(approximately 2
Gbytes)

0x4000000
(64Mbytes)

The maximum data
segment size, in bytes,
for an executing
process on a 32-bit
processor.

maxdsiz_64bit 0x4000000
(4Mbytes)

4396972769279 0x4000000
(64Mbytes)

The maximum data
segment size, in bytes,
for an executing
process on a 64-bit
processor.

max_thread_proc 64 30000 64 The maximum number
of threads a single
process is allowed to
create. This value
should match the value
of the
DIRX_MAX_THREADS
environment variable.
See "Managing Thread
Usage" for more
information.

8.3 Tuning DirX
This section describes how to tune DirX with respect to:

l Initial load performance

l Search performance

8.3.1 Tuning for Initial Load Performance

The DirX DSA uses an internal memory database called the Memory Data Base (MDB) to
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store  specific types of database entries, including root, context prefix, administrative
point, subentry, non-specific subordinate reference, cross reference entries. In addition,
the DSA stores mapping information into this database between all distinguished names
that have been referenced at least once and their corresponding DSE IDs. Internally, the
DSA uses DSE IDs to perform its operations, but it must convert from DSE ID back to
distinguished name when returning information to a requestor.

Every time a database update occurs, the MDB is updated as well (if the updated
database information is available in the MDB). If the database is updated with thousands
of entries, the update will take time to accommodate the corresponding MDB update.
Consequently, if you are performing an initial load of a DirX database, you should disable
the MDB function to avoid the performance penalty incurred by reading the entry
information and the distinguished name information into the MDB.

The MDB environment variable controls MDB operations. By default, the MDB is enabled
(the MDB environment variable is not set) and the DSA writes all database entries of the
types just described and all referenced distinguished name/DSE ID mapping information
into the MDB. To disable the MDB, set the environment variable to 1 or "off". If the MDB
environment variable is set to 2 or "static DN", the MDB function is enabled, but the
distinguished name-DSE ID mapping information entered into the MDB is restricted to
distinguished names only, which are referenced by the database entries already avilable
in the MDB.

8.3.2 Tuning for Search Performance

To improve DAP and LDAP search performance, DirX administrators can:

l Index attributes used in searches

l Set time and size limits for client DAP and LDAP searches

l Set global size limits for DAP and LDAP searches

Indexing Attribute Types

An index for an attribute type optimizes the performance of a search query with a filter
that contains:

l An equality, greater than or equal, less or equal, or approximate match item

l An initial or final substring

Searching just for indexed attributes guarantees the best DSA performance. DirX
administrators should ensure that users perform searches only on indexed attribute types.

The DirX installation provides indexes for a default set of attributes.

By default, new attributes are created without indexing. To check if a given attribute is
indexed, you can use the DirXmanage Schema -> DB Configuration menu to display
the DB Configuration dialog box, or you can use the dirxadm command:
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db show -attr attribute_type

For example, the command

db show -attr CN

returns

INDEX=TRUE,OPTR=TRUE

which shows that the Common-Name attribute is indexed (and is also stored for
optimized read).

To create an index for an attribute type, you can use the DirXmanage DB configuration
dialog box or the dirxadm command:

db attrconfig attribute_type –index TRUE

An index for an attribute type consumes extra disk space for every entry in the DirX
database and decreases the performance of update operations. Consquently, DirX
administrators should create indexes only for attributes types that are to be used in
search strings and leave other attribute types without indexing.

To improve the performance of substring searches, you can create a CONTAINS index for
an attribute type. A CONTAINS index optmizes the performance of a search operation
with a filter that contains substrings which can be positioned anywhere in the target
attribute value. By default, attribute type indexes are created without CONTAINS indexes.
To create a CONTAINS index, you can use the DirXmanage DB configuration dialog box
or the dirxadm command:

db attrconfig attribute_type –index TRUE CONTAINS

Refer to the DirXmanage online help for usage information about DB configuration. See
the dirxadm db attrconfig operation description in the DirX Administration Reference for
complete syntax details.

A CONTAINS index consumes extra disk space and may decrease the performance of
update operations. Consquently, DirX administrators should ensure that they create
CONTAINS indexes only for attributes that will be used in substring searches, such as
Given Name or Surname, and not for very large attributes such as Description.

Setting Time and Size Limits

By default, DirX imposes no limit on the amount of time a DAP or LDAP search or list
operation can take or the amount of information a DAP or LDAP search or list operation
can return. This can lead to an overall decrease in performance when list or search
operations by DirX clients are taking too long to complete or are returning huge results.

DirX provides the following DAP and LDAP service controls that you can use to manage
the performance of DAP and LDAP search and list operations generated by DirXmanage
and dirxcp:
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l Size limit—sets the maximum number of objects returned for list and search
operations

l Time limit—sets the maximum elapsed time in seconds in which a list or search
operation must complete

Use the DirX auditing facility (available through DirXmanage or dirxadm) to determine
whether time-consuming list or search operations are occurring on the DSA. When
auditing is turned on, the resulting audit trail shows all searches and their duration. If you
find that user-level clients (as opposed to directory synchronization tools) of DirXmanage
and/or dirxcp are generating DAP or LDAP search or list operations that take up too
much time, you should use DirXmanage or dirxcp to set size and time limit service
controls for these clients. Note that these controls will apply only to users of DirXmanage
and/or dirxcp; other directory clients will not be affected.

With DirXmanage, you use the Service Controls tab in the Session Profiles selection
on the Profiles menu to define a control that sets the time and size limits you want to
establish for the DirXmanage client. For example, define a "DefaultSearchSvc" control
that sets a time limit of 60 seconds and a maximum return size of 512 objects. You then
apply this service control to the client bind profile using the View Settings tab in the Bind
Profiles selection on the Profiles menu. For example, select "DefaultSearchSvc" from
the Default service control for search dialog list box.

With dirxcp, you use the args or ldapargs operations as shown in the following
examples. Use the bind ID option to dirxcp to select which client is to get the limits.

dirxcp> args modify –sizelimit 20 –bindid 1

dirxcp> args modify –sizelimit 20

dirxcp> ldapargs modify –sizelimit 20 –bindid 2

Setting Global Time and Size Limits

Both the DSA and LDAP server support attributes for setting up "global" limits for DSA
and LDAP server operation. You can use root DSE (/) attributes to apply "global" time
limits to a DSA that manage:

l The DSA's connections to other DSAs (for chaining and shadowing)

l The amount of time the DSA allows for user search requests

The following table shows the root DSE attributes and attribute subcomponents that can
apply global size and time limits and the kind of limits that can be applied.
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Table 27: Root DSE Attributes for Global Time Limits

Attribute Subcomponent Limit Purpose

DSA-Policy
(DSAP)

Keep-Line (KL) The number of seconds
a DSA waits on an idle
DSP connection before
disconnecting from it

Detects idle DSP
connections. If a Keep-Line
policy is not defined, the
DSA terminates the
connection after each
chained operation.

DSA-Policy
(DSAP)

Time-Out (TO) The number of seconds
the DSA will wait for a
non-responding partner
before aborting the
connection to it.

Detects communications
failures during DSP and
DISP operations. A timer is
set for the specified timeout
after a DATA_STOP event
occurs at the transport level.
If you do not specify a time-
out policy, the DSA never
aborts connections after a
DATA_STOP event;
although the connection
could be timed out by
another DSA.

Time-Limit-
Policy (TLP)

n/a Maximum time limit in
seconds for search
operations that the DSA
accepts in user
requests. If the time limit
is exceeded an
incomplete result is
returned.

Defines a global time limit on
user search requests.

You can use the LDAP server configuration subentry attributes to apply "global" size and
time limits to:

l LDAP server connections

l LDAP server operations

The following table shows the configuration subentry attributes that can be used to set
global size and time limits.
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Table 28: LDAP Configuration Subentry Size and Time Limit Attributes

Attribute Limit

LDAP Connection Idle Time (LCIT) The number of seconds of inactivity after
which the LDAP server is to close an
LDAP connection to an LDAP client.

LDAP Search Service Controls
(LSES)

Can specify SizeLimit and/or TimeLimit
service controls for the search operation

LDAP Compare Service Controls
(LCOS)

Can specify SizeLimit and/or TimeLimit
service controls for the compare operation

LDAP Add (LADS) Can specify SizeLimit and/or TimeLimit
service controls for the add operation

LDAP Remove (LRES) Can specify SizeLimit and/or TimeLimit
service controls for the remove operation

LDAP Modify (LMOS) Can specify SizeLimit and/or TimeLimit
service controls for the modify operation

LDAP ModifyDN (LMDS) Can specify SizeLimit and/or TimeLimit
service controls for the modify DN
operation

You can use the LDAP operation service controls to specify "global" size and time limits
for selected LDAP operations. For example, suppose you specify a SizeLimit service
control value of 100 in the LDAP Search Service Controls (LSES) attribute. The LDAP
server will restrict the size limit of the search result to 100 regardless of the size limit
specifications (if any) in the requested search operation sent to the LDAP server.

Ensure that your settings on global size and time limits can accommodate any
synchronization tools that run on the system; these tools need a significant amount of
time and system memory to perform their operations. For example, if the system is
running directory synchronization tools but you want to establish size and time limits for
directory service user clients, you can set up two LDAP servers:

l A "directory synchronization tool" server for LDAP clients that perform synchronzation
(for example, metacp). This LDAP server is set up with no size or time limits on LDAP
server operations.

l A "public" LDAP server for other LDAP clients (dirxcp as an LDAP client, Netscape
browser instances). This LDAP server is set up with size and time limit service
controls for LDAP server operations.

The following figure illustrates this example.
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Figure 4: Multiple LDAP Servers For Global Limit Support

See the chapter "Setting Up the LDAP Server" in the DirX Administration Guide for
instructions on how to establish multiple LDAP servers.
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LDAP Server
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DSA
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Chapter

9 Frequently Asked Questions

This chapter provides answers to frequently asked questions about DirX components.

9.1 LDAP Server

9.1.1 Can't get a connection to the LDAP server after installation

First check the LDAP server configuration file opt/dirx/ldap/dirxldap.cfg.

− Is the IP address and port of the DSA correct?

− Is the T-selector of the DSA correct (it's case-sensitive)?

Compare these entries with the corresponding entries in the directory client configuration
file /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxcl.cfg to ensure that they are the same.

9.1.2 Communication with the LDAP server is no longer possible

1. Check to see if the LDAP server process is still running:

− On UNIX, use the following command:

ps –aef | grep dirx

and check for the dirxldapv3, dirxdsa, dirxdsas processes.

− On Windows NT, use the Task Manager to check for the dirxldapv3.exe,
dirxdsa.exe, and dirxsrv.exe executables

2. Examine the LDAP server EXC exception log file (/opt/dirx/ldap/log/EXCprocessid) or
the Windows NT Event Log (which you view with the Windows NT Event Viewer) to
obtain the error message information returned about the problem.

3. Check to see if the LDAP server process is listening on the correct port for LDAP
requests or whether the client using the wrong port when sending LDAP requests:

− Use the command netstat –a to ensure that the LDAP server's TCP connection
status is either LISTENING or ESTABLISHED.

− Check the LDAP server address line in the client configuration file
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/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxcl.cfg to ensure that it specifies the correct port for the
LDAP server.

− Check the LDAP server configuration file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxldap.cfg to
ensure that the PSAP address of the target DSA is correct.

− Check the LDAP server configuration subentry to ensure that it specifies the
correct port for the LDAP server.

− Check to ensure that the LDAP server can read its configuration subentry. See
the chapter "Problems with the LDAP Server" for details.

4. Check the access point of the DSA within the root DSE with DirXmanage or the
dirxadm command:

dirxadm> show / -all –p

Compare the PSAP information shown in the access point with the PSAP information
for the DSA given in the DSA address line in the LDAP server configuration file
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxldap.cfg.

9.2 DSA

9.2.1 Communication with the DSA is no longer possible

1. Check to see if the DSA process is still running:

− On UNIX, use the following command:

ps –aef | grep dirx

And check for the dirxldapv3, dirxdsa, dirxdsas processes.

− On Windows NT, use the Task Manager to check for the dirxldapv3.exe,
dirxdsa.exe, and dirxsrv.exe executables

2. Examine the DSA EXC exception log file (/opt/dirx/server/log/EXCprocessid) or the
Windows NT Event Log (which you view with the Windows NT Event Viewer) to
obtain the information returned about the nature of the problem.

3. Check the DSA address line in the client configuration file
/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxcl.cfg to ensure that it specifies the correct PSAP
information for the DSA.

4. Examine the PSAP information in the DSA's access point within the root DSE with
DirXmanage or the dirxadm command:

dirxadm> show / -all –p

Ensure that the PSAP information specified in the DSA address line of the client
configuration file is the same as the PSAP information given in the DSA's access
point.
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9.2.2 The DSA will not chain to another DSA

1. Check the access point information in the knowledge references for both DSAs to
ensure that the PSAP information is in the correct format and is the correct value.

2. Check the DSA EXC exception log file to see if the DSP bind has failed and if so,
what error message was returned.

3. Check the DSA policies. Is simple-protected authentication in use? If so, are the
machine clocks of both DSAs synchronized to prevent credential expiration? See the
section "Problems with Authentication" in the chapter "Problems with the DSA" for
more information.

9.2.3 A shadowing total update does not complete

1. Check the status of the shadowing agreement:

− Is it disabled?

− Is it terminated?

2. Check the DSA name and access point information in the shadowing agreement.

3. Check the DSA EXC exception log file to see if the DISP bind has failed or if there are
any other DISP error messages

4. Check the DSA policies to ensure that the authentication policies for each DSA are
not preventing them from establishing DISP connections. See the section "Problems
with Authentication" in the chapter "Problems with the DSA" for more infomration.

9.3 DirX Clients

9.3.1 The umlaut character isn't present in dirxcp or metacp (Windows NT)

You have used a Windows tool like Notepad or Wordpad to create the Tcl script. These
programs use the LATIN-1 character set. When you start dirxcp or metacp with the
MS/DOS command prompt, the default character set used is PC850. Add the following
statement to the beginning of your Tcl scripts:

set_localcode LATIN1

What happens if you do not follow the recommendation just given?

Suppose "x.tcl" has following contents (created with Notepad):

 bind …

 create /O=pqr/OU=development/CN=müller –attribute \
{ocl=orp;per;top} sn=müller

Since this script does not set localcode to LATIN1, you get a bad character instead of
your Umlaut "ü", and a show operation will fail, as shown in the next example with a
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dirxcp command started within the MS/DOS command prompt:

dirxcp> puts $_localcode

PC850

dirxcp> source x.tcl

dirxcp> list /O=pqr/OU=development –pretty

… (suppose there are 4 entries before)

5) /O=pqr/OU=development/CN=mnller

dirxcp> show /O=pqr/OU=development/cn=müller –pretty

Error: The object doesn't exist.

       (Matched object name: /O=PQR/OU=Development)

dirxcp> set _localcode LATIN1

LATIN1

dirxcp> show /O=pqr/OU=development/cn=müller

Error: The object doesn't exist.

       (Matched object name: /O=PQR/OU=Development)

As shown in the preceding example, the problem remains regardless of the change in
_localcode setting. Removing this entry is only possible by setting _localcode back to
PC850 (as it was set when the entry was created) and running a Tcl script that contains
the command:

delete /O=pqr/OU=development/cn=müller

What happens if you follow the recommendation given here?

Now suppose that "x.tcl" has been extended by the statement

Set _localcode LATIN1

at the beginning of the script. In this case, the entry displays as expected:

dirxcp> source x.tcl

dirxcp> puts $_localcode

LATIN1

dirxcp> set _localcode PC850

PC850

dirxcp> show /O=pqr/OU=development/cn=müller
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/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=müller

Please remember: when using dirxcp interactively in the MS/DOS command prompt, set
_localcode to PC850.

9.3.2 DirXmanage can't connect to a remote DSA

1. From the Start menu, select Settings, and then click Control Panel.

2. Double-click the Network icon, then click Protocols.

3. Double-click the TCP/IP Protocols icon to open the Microsoft TCP/IP Properties
dialog.

4. Click the WINS Address tab.

5. Ensure that Enable LMHOSTS Lookup is checked.

9.3.3 dirxcp can't connect to the DSA after installation

First check the directory client configuration file /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxcl.cfg.

− Is the T-selector for the DSA correct (it's case-sensitive)?

− Is the IP address for the DSA correct?

9.3.4 DirXmetahub Incompatibility with DirX

The following messages appear after starting metacp:

Entry point not found.
The procedure entry point clnt_create could not be located in the
dynamic link library libdirxutil.dll.
Error: child process exited abnormally

Integrating the LDAPv3 server for AIX in DirX V5.0B20+ created an incompatibility
between DirX and DirXmetahub. This incompatibility was introduced in build 149. Here is
the compatibility information:

l DirXmetahub V5.0A is only compatible with DirX V5.0B

l DirXmetahub V5.0B is only compatible with DirX V5.0B10 and B20

l DirXmetahub V5.0B is not compatible with any version of DirX V5.0B20+, build 149 or
higher, which is also referred to as DirXV5.0B30.
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Appendix

A DSA and LDAP Server Exception Messages

This appendix describes the messages you may find in the DSA and LDAP server USR
and EXC exception log files (UNIX systems) or the Window NT Event Log (Windows NT).

A.1 DSA Exceptions with "Notice" Severity
This section describes the informational messages that the DSA's subcomponents can
write to the DSA USR exception log file (UNIX systems) or the Event Log (Windows NT).

A.1.1 "Notice" Severity Messages from the Initialization Subcomponent

The following table shows the "notice" severity messages that can be generated by the
DSA's Initialization subcomponent:

Table 29: Initialization Subcomponent Notices

Message When Generated

All threads are stopped now !!! Before the DSA terminates or
reboots.

Complete REBOOT of DSA ... When the database is rebooted or
restored. This message informs the
administrator that the DSA will be
rebooted (for example, even when
the "own" access point is given, or if
the database was retored.)

Complete REBOOT of DSA is done. When the database is restored. This
message indicates that the DSA
reboot has completed.

DSA database initialized. When the DSA boots or reboots. This
message indicates that the  DSA has
read the database configuration data
and has opened the database files.
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Message When Generated

DSA initialized. When the DSA boots or reboots. This
message indicates that the DSA has
initialized the schema, the database,
and the auditing facility, and has
started all threads.

DSA schema initialized. When the DSA boots or reboots. This
message indicates that the DSA has
read the data in the schema.

DSA was deactivated correctly. When the DSA terminates.

OsiThread was not started, because
PSAP address is not available.

When the PSAP address is not
available. This message informs the
administrator that the DSA's "own"
access point was not given. The
DSA boots without a PSAP address,
and the administrator must supply a
PSAP address.

Partial REBOOT of DSA ... When the DSA reboots after a PSAP
address is entered or changed.

Partial REBOOT of DSA is done. When the DSA reboots after a PSAP
address is entered or changed.

Restoring the database from the file
filename.

When the database is restored. This
message indicates that database
restoration has begun.

Restoring the database from the file
filename is done.

When the database is restored. This
message indicates that restoration is
complete.

Thread OperationThread started When the DSA boots or reboots. An
operation thread starts operations of
any type.

Thread OsiThread started. When the DSA boots or reboots. An
OSI thread sends and receives
X.500 messages.

Thread RpcComThread started. When the DSA boots or reboots. An
RPC communications thread
communicates with dirxadm.
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Message When Generated

Thread TimedJobThread started. When the DSA boots or reboots. A
timed job thread manages
operations that have time limits, such
as a time-limited search request, a
delayed DSP unbind, a scheduled
shadowing operation, and so on.

External Password Authentication
settings:
Service:      "WinNT"
Status:        "Enabled"
Attribute Type used as
external_auth_info: "1.3.1107.1.3.4.157"
Transparent simple bind: "off"

When the DSA is started with an
external password validation service.
This message informs the
administrator about the status of the
external password validation service.

A.1.2 "Notice" Severity Messages from the OSI Subcomponent

The following table shows the messages that can be generated by the DSA's OSI
subcomponent.

Table 30: OSI Subcomponent Notices

Message When Generated

OSI-Thread termination due to an
unrecoverable problem.

During an OSI thread operation.

A.1.3 "Notice" Severity Messages from the RPC Subcomponent

The following table shows the messages that can be generated by the DSA's RPC
subcomponent.

Table 31: RPC Subcomponent Notices

Message When Generated

RPC-Thread termination due to an
unrecoverable problem

During an RPC thread operation.
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A.1.4 "Notice" Severity Messages from the Security Subcomponent

The following table shows the messages that can be generated by the DSA's security
subcomponent.

Table 32: Security Subcomponent Notices

Message When Generated

protocol Bind error from DSA name
received. Reason : error

The DSA sent a bind request to the target
DSA name and received a bind error from
that DSA.

protocol Bind request from DSA
name failed. Reason : error.

The DSA has received an incoming bind
request from the remote DSA name, but
rejected it for the reason specified in error.

protocol Bind result from DSA
name failed. Reason: error

The DSA sent a bind request to the target
DSA name, but did not accept the bind
result for the reason specified in error.

For the exception message:

protocol Bind error from DSA name received. Reason : error

l protocol is DSP or DISP

l name is the name of the remote DSA that generated the bind error.

l error is one of the messages shown in the following table.
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Table 33: Security Errors on Bind to Remote DSA

Error Reason Actions to Take

AUTH_REMOTE_SER
VER_UNAVAILABLE:

DSA name is not running Try again later.

INVALID_CREDS: DSA name did not accept
the DSA credentials sent in
the bind request. Possible
reasons:

- The DSA's distinguished
name or the password was
not correctly administered
on DSA name

- The credentials have
expired.

1. Confer with DSA name's
administrator to determine which
password is to be used.

2. Supply the correct name and "own"
password in the local DSA policy:
DSAP={DSA={correct_name},AP={
             OPWD=correct_password}}

3. Ensure that the clocks of the
computers running the two DSAs are
synchronized, or set a longer expiration
time for DSA name on the remote DSA:

DSAP={DSA={name},AP={CE=3600}}

INAPPROPRIATE_AU
TH:

DSA name did not accept
the authentication method
used in the bind request.

1. Confer with DSA name's
administrator to determine which
authentication method is to be used for
DSP and DISP binds.

2. Set the correct value for the selected
authentication method for binds (AMB)
in the local DSA policy. For example:

DSAP={name},AP={AMB={AM=SIMPL
E; SIMPLE-PROTECTED}}}

Remember that the DSA will always try
to bind with the most secure
mechanism from the list; for example,
SIMPLE-PROTECTED in the example
shown here.

For the exception messages:

protocol Bind request from DSA name failed. Reason : error.

protocol Bind result from DSA name failed. Reason: error
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l protocol is DSP or DISP

l name is the name of the DSA that generated the incoming bind request

l error is one of the messages shown in the following table.

Table 34: Security Errors on Bind from a Remote DSA

Error Reason Actions to Take

INVALID_CREDS DSA name sent credentials
that contain a distinguished
name or a password that
the local DSA does not
recognize

1. Confer with DSA name's administrator to
determine which distinguished name or
password is to be used.

2. Set the correct distinguished name or
password in the local DSA policy:
DSAP={DSA={correct_name},AP={PPWD=co
rrect_password}}

INAPPROPRIATE_AU
TH

DSA name used an
authentication method that
was not accepted by the
local DSA

1. Confer with DSA name's administrator to
determine which authentication method for
bind (AMB) is to be used.

2. Set the correct value for authentication
method for binds (AMB)  in the local DSA
policy. For example:
DSAP={name},AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE; \
                          SIMPLE-PROTECTED}}}

Any mechanism contained in the list will be
accepted by the local DSA.

EXPIRED_CREDS DSA name's credentials
have expired

Make sure that the clocks of the two
computers running the two DSAs are
synchronized, or set a longer credential
validity time for DSA name on the local DSA.
For example:
DSAP={DSA={name},AP={CV=3600}}

A.1.5 "Notice" Severity Messages from the DISP Subcomponent

Notice severity messages from the DSA's DISP subcomponent report shadow processing
events. These messages are written to the DSA USR log file (UNIX) or Event Log
(Windows NT) only if the DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable is set to one of the
shadow processing log values. A shadow processing event message consists of the
following fields:
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l A shadow processing header

l A shadow ID field

l A schedule information field

The next sections describe the contents of these fields and give some examples of
shadow processing messages.

Shadow Processing Header

The shadow processing header indicates the shadowing subcomponent that has
generated the message. Shadowing subcomponents include:

l The initiator or responder thread (indicated by the SHADOWING keyword)

l Deletion thread (indicated by the AREA-DELETION keyword)

l LDIF supplier thread (indicated by the LDIF-CREATION keyword)

l Journal thread (indicated by the PRE-PROCESSING keyword)

You use the DIRX_SHPEVENT environment variable value to control which
subcomponents generate processing messages; see Chapter 2, "Getting Status
Information" for details on how to select which subcomponents generate messages.

Here are some examples of the shadow processing header:

REPLICATION LDIF-CREATION

REPLICATION SHADOWING

Shadow ID

The shadow ID field contains the following information:

l The distinguished name of the remote DSA in RFC2252 format, or its data DSE ID, if
the distinguished name cannot be obtained. If the message is generated by the LDIF
supplier thread, the keyword ldif appears in the ID field instead of the peer DSA
name.

l The shadowing or LDIF agreement ID

l Whether the local DSA is the initiator or responder. The keyword I indicates initiator;
the keyword R indicates responder.

l Whether the local DSA is the consumer or supplier. The keyword C indicates
consumer, the keyword S indicates supplier. (Note that for LDIF agreements, the DSA
is always the supplier.). Because both supplier-initiated and consumer-initiated
shadowing agreements can be created, the supplier can be the responder and the
consumer can be the initiator, or the supplier can be the initiator and the consumer
can be the responder (the latter example is the normal case).

Here are some examples of the shadow ID field:
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ID: "cn=PQR-DSA30, o=PQR, c=DE" 100,1111 I S

ID: ldif 3000,3456 I S

If the string . . . appears in a shadow ID field, it means that the subcomponent was unable
to obtain the information. For example:

ID: ". . ." 100,1111 . . . S

Schedule Information

The schedule information portion of a shadow processing message contains the following
information:

l The starting time of the shadowing or LDIF operation for which the message is being
generated, in Generalized Time Format as defined in RFC2252. For example,
19990127173907Z. The start information is generated when the operation begins.

l The starting time, ending time, and duration of the shadowing or LDIF operation, once
the operation has completed. Start time and end time are given in Generalized Time
Format as defined in RFC2252. The duration can be represented in seconds,
minutes, or hours. For example, 1s. (The component automatically switches from
seconds to minutes to hours as time progresses.)

l Post-processing information, such as:

− When the operation is next scheduled to run

– Information about any recovery scheduled for the operation, such as when the
next recovery is scheduled to run, the start time of any currently running recovery,
and the number of recovery operations that have been carried out

− Whether processing for the operation stopped because of an exception condition

– Whether the operation is a "finished" operation

Here are some examples of the schedule information field:

END: Start-Time: 19990127173907Z
     End-Time:   19990127173907Z
     Duration:   0s
SCHEDULED:  for 19990127174100Z

END: Start-Time: 19990127174104Z
     End-Time:   19990127174104Z
     Duration:   0s
RECOVERY: scheduled for 19990127174234Z
          started   at  19990127174104Z
          number of retry = 1
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A.2 DSA Exceptions with Error Severity
This section describes the error messages that the DSA's subcomponents can write to
the DSA EXC exception log file (UNIX systems) or the Event Log (Windows NT).

A.2.1 "Error" Severity Messages from the Initialization Subcomponent

The following table shows the "error" severity messages that can be generated by the
DSA's Initialization subcomponent. For each message, additional information about the
event is written to the exception log file (UNIX) or the Event Log (Windows NT). The table
shows the action to take if this information is not sufficient to analyze the problem.

Table 35: Initialization Subcomponent Errors

Message Action To Take

Initialisation of DSA database failed ! Enable init and idb trace logging and
evaluate the resulting trace log files.

Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! (This message does not appear alone)
Enable init and idb trace logging and
evaluate the resulting trace log files.

Initialisation of DSA schema failed ! Enable init and util trace logging and
evaluate the resulting trace log files.

Path pathname does not exist! Ensure that the DSA database directory
/opt/dirx/server/db exists.

Thread thread did not come up ! Enable init and vthr trace logging and
logging for the thread name specified in
thread (osi, rpc, opr and so on) and
evaluate the resulting trace log files.

USAGE: dirxdsa -d\dbpathname Call the DSA executable with the correct
syntax.
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Message Action To Take

Initialization of "WinNT" EXTERNAL
Auth failed. Reason: Attribute Type
oid unknown in DSA Schema

The DSA was started with an external
password validation service, but the DSA
schema does not contain a definition of
the attribute type used to map the
external authentication information to an
X.500 distinguished name. The DSA
comes up, but the external password
validation service is disabled. Add the
attribute type definition to the DSA
schema and ensure that the attribute
exists in all directory entries that are to
use the external password validation
service.

A.2.2 "Error" Severity Messages from the DISP Subcomponent

"Error" severity messages from the DSA's DISP subcomponent report shadow problem
events. A shadow problem event message consists of the following fields:

l A problem message header

l A shadow ID field

l A problem description field

l A replicated area field

l A DSA handling field

l An administrator information field

Here is an example of a shadow problem message:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING
 – ID: "cn=PQR-DSA30, o=PQR"  100,1111 I S
 - PROBLEM: during Coordinate-result-processing
          Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE
          Result-Problem = Error-Result-invalid-agreement-
identification(1)
 – REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected
 – DSA-HANDLING: Time-delayed-Restart
 – ADM-RECOMMENDATION:  Shall:  No-particular-recommendation
                        Should: No-particular-recommendation

Unlike shadow processing messages, shadow problem messages are always generated
and are written by defaul to the DSA USR and EXC exception log files (UNIX) or Event
Log (Windows NT). The next sections describe the contents of a shadowing problem
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message.

Shadow Problem Message Header

The shadow problem message header indicates the shadowing subcomponent that has
generated the exception message. See the section "Shadow Processing Header" for the
list of subcomponents.

Here are some examples of problem message headers:

REPLICATION-Problem detected during SHADOWING

REPLICATION-Problem detected during LDIF-CREATION

Shadow ID

The shadow ID field of a problem message contains the same kind of information as the
shadow ID portion of a processing message. See the description of the shadow ID field in
the "Shadow Processing Messages" section of this chapter for a description of the
information that can appear in this field.

Problem Description

The problem description field in a shadow problem message contains the following
information:

l The processing state at which the problem occurred

l The severity of the problem that ocurred, which can be one of:

− AUTO-RECOVERABLE. This message indicates a temporary problem. Error
recover is started automatically.

− NON-RECOVERABLE. This message indicates a possible administration
problem. Error recovery is not started, and the agreement is disabled.

− TERMINATION. This message indicates that the DSA terminated during
replication operation. Error recovery starts automatically when the DSA is
restarted.

− FATAL. This message indicates a fata error (for example, an implementation
error). Error recovery is not started and the agreement is disabled.

l The kind of problem that occurred. Problems are categorized as:

− Scheduling problem—The shadow dispatcher cannot define the next shadow
activity. Examples are Recovery-limits-exhausted or Agreement-termination-in-
progress.

− Configuration problems—There is a problem with the local shadowing agrement
configuration. Examples are Agreement-in-disable-state or Agreement-parameter-
not-supported-by-segmented-strategy.
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− Local problems—There is a problem with the local DSA process. Examples are
DSA-out-of-memory or Data-base-error.

− Operation problems—There is a problem in the shadowing operation. Examples
are Update-strategy-requested-by-peer-not-configured or Same-update-
information-already-received.

− Result problems—There is a problem with the remote (peer) DSA. Examples are
Protocol-error-in-result-pdu or Binding-rejected.

Here is an example:

- PROBLEM: during Coordinate-result-processing
          Problem-Level = AUTO_RECOVERABLE
          Result-Problem = Error-Result-invalid-agreement-
identification(1)

Replicated Area

The replicated area field provides information about the impact, if any, on the replicated
area of the shadowing or LDIF agreement as a result of the problem that occurred. Here
are some examples:

- REPLICATED-AREA: Not-Reflected

- REPLICATED-AREA: New-Total-Update-required

- REPLICATED-AREA: Peer-may-require-new-Total-Update

- REPLICATED-AREA: Peer-requires-new-Total-Update

- REPLICATED-AREA: All-Replicated-Areas-may-become-
inconsistent

The messages that appear in this field depend upon the result of the shadow operation. If
the problem occurs on the local DSA, the shadow initiator thread can recognize whether
or not a total update is necessary. If the problem occurs on the remote DSA, the result of
the operation indicates whether a total update is required or not. For example, suppose a
shadow operation is started, and the supplier DSA sends the last PDU to the consumer
and waits for the result. During this time period, the connection is broken. If the supplier
DSA gets no result (or a "remote abort“ ), it is possible that the update operation could
have completed successfully on the consumer side. In this case, the DSA issues the
message "Peer-May-Require-New-Total-Update“. If the supplier DSA receives an
unsuccessful result, it writes the message "Peer-Requires-New-Total-Update“.

DSA Handling

The DSA handling field of a shadow problem message provides information about the
effect the problem has on DSA shadow operation.

Here are some examples:
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DSA-HANDLING: Time-delayed-Restart

DSA-HANDLING: Processing-Stopped

DSA-HANDLING: Sending Request-for-Total-Update

DSA-HANDLING: Returning Reject-by-InvokeProblem-Duplicate-
Invocation

DSA-HANDLING: Returning Reject-by-InvokeProblem-unrecognized-
Operation

 Administrator Information

The administrator information field within a shadow problem message provides
suggestions on steps to take to solve the problem indicated by the message.
Recommendations are divided into:

l "Shall" recommendations—actions that the administrator does not need to take, but
are recommended to ensure error-free shadow processing using the agreement

l "Should" recommendations—actions that the administrator must seriously consider
taking in order to continue the shadowing process using the agreement; often these
recommendations are really "must"s

l "Must" recommendations—actions that the administrator must take to continue the
shadowing process using the agreement

For example:

ADM-RECOMMENDATION: Shall: No-particular-recommendation
                    Should: Don't-forget-to-enable-if it-was-
administrative-disabled; Don't-forget-to-establish-agreement-to-
start-up-replication
                     Must: ENABLE-AGREEMENT-REQUIRED

This message appears if the shadowing agreement is disabled.

A.3 dirxdsas Exceptions with "Notice" Severity
The following table describes the informational messages that the dirxdsas initialization
subcomponent can write to the dirxdsas USR exception log file (UNIX systems) or the
Event Log (Windows NT).
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Table 36: dirxdsas Initialization "Notice" Severity Messages

Message When Generated

DSA will be restarted automatically. After unexpected termination the
DSA will be restarted.

LDAPServer will be restarted
automatically.

After unexpected termination the
LDAP server will be restarted.

The DSA called exit (%d). The DSA exited with exit code %d.
DSA will be restarted if exit code was
lower  64.

The LDAPServer (pid) called exit(%d). The LDAP server exited with exit
code %d. The LDAP server will be
restarted if the exit code was lower
64.

DSA was deactivated correctly. Correct deactivation of the DSA has
been performed.

A.4 dirxdsas Exceptions with "Error" Severity
The following table describes the error messages that the dirxdsas initialization
subcomponent can write to the dirxdsas EXC exception log file (UNIX systems) or the
Event Log (Windows NT).

Table 37: dirxdsas Initialization "Error" Severity Messages

Message Reason Action to Take

The DSA cannot be
started, because it is
already running.

The DSA is already
running.

No action required.

The LDAP server cannot
be started, because it is
already running.

The LDAP server is already
running.

No action required.

DSA was activated. The DSA was activated. No action required.

The process_name
exceeded the restart
limit of 5.

The limit for restarting the
process process_name has
been exceeded.

Examine the related log messages in
the exception log to determine why the
process cannot be started.
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Message Reason Action to Take

The DSA got termination
signal signal.

The DSA received a
termination signal.

Examine the related log message in the
exception log or check for core files to
determine why the process terminated.

LDAPServer (pid) was
activated.

The LDAP server with the
PID pid was activated.

No action required.

The LDAPServer (pid)
got termination signal
signal.

The LDAP server with the
PID pid received a
termination signal.

Examine the related log message in the
exception log or check for core files to
determine why the process terminated.

The LDAPServer (pid)
called exit(%d).

The LDAP server exited
with exit code %d.

Examine the related log message in the
exception log to determine why the
process exited.

The port number for
additional LDAP
server_name  was not
set!

The additional LDAP server
server_name cannot find its
RPC port.

Specify an RPC port number for LDAP
server server_name in the
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS
environment variable.

DB check/repair passed. dirxcheck database
checking and/or repair has
completed successfully.

No action required.

Checking/repairing of
DB failed!

dirxcheck database
checking and/or repair has
failed.

Examine the dirxcheck and dirxpack
log files:
/opt/dirx/server/db/file_dirxcheck_out
and
/opt/dirx/server/db/file_dirxpack_out

A.5 LDAP Server Exceptions with "Notice" Severity
The following table describes the informational messages that the LDAP server can write
to the LDAP server USR exception log files (UNIX systems) or the Windows NT Event
Log (Windows NT systems).
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Table 38: LDAP Server "Notice" Severity Messages

Message When Generated

pmap_unset (program: 0x20000260,
version: 1) = FALSE

LDAP_NOTICE "Coordinate Socket =
12"

LDAP_NOTICE "LDAP Listen Socket =
13"

Internal status messages. Not
intended for directory administrator
use.

LDAP_NOTICE "DN escape in LDAP V2
responses: backslash"

When special characters (for
example, commas or semicolons)
appear in LDAPV2 responses. The
message identifies how the special
character is escaped.

"LDAP Server running. Ldap-Port=389,
SSL-Port=0, DIRX_PMAP_PORT=6002,
LDAP_CONFIGURATION_SUBENTRY=
ldapConfiguration, PID=177"

The LDAP server has started
successfully and is waiting for
requests. The most important
configuration information is logged,
such as active TCP-ports and
configuration name)

"LDAP Server exit (code: 61 reason:
RPC Termination!)"

The LDAP server has been explicitly
terminated by an RPC-terminate call
or by typing <ESC> if it was started
from the command-line.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 41 reason:
Invalid value supplied for
DIRX_DIRSTR_CHOICE environment!)"

An invalid value was given to control
the DIRStr choice used by the DSA.
The LDAP server starts, but uses the
default (BMP). Valid values are T61
or BMP).

A.6 LDAP Server Exceptions with "Error" Severity
The following table describes the error messages that the LDAP server subcomponents
can write to the LDAP server EXC exception log file (UNIX systems) or the Event Log
(Windows NT).
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Table 39: LDAP Server "Error" Severity Messages

Message Reason Action to Take

To_dsa_and_back: abort received
from DSA
DRX_Bind(workspace: ca880
session: ca84c do_sign: FALSE) =
DRX_REMOTE_ABORT_RECEIVED

The LDAP server's
contact DSA is
unavailable.

Ensure that the contact DSA
information in the
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxldap.cfg
file is specified correctly.

Bind (s: xx, name: 0xa30dc, namelen:
16) = -1 – errno = EACCES
name:
0000 00 02 01 85 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00

(UNIX systems only)
The LDAP server does
not have the correct
access rights to listen on
the specified port.

1. Decode the port number using
the name: parameter given in the
message. For example, 00 02 01
85 00 00 means that the length
of the number is 0x0002(the
following 2 bytes). Its value is
0x185, or 389 decimal.

2. Ensure that the port number
given in the message is the
number that is intended for the
LDAP server to use. If it is:

a. Ensure that the port number
value in the LDAP configuration
subentry or the
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SE
RVERS environment variable
matches this number.

b. Check the owner and
permission bits for the dirxldapv3
executable.

Bind (s: xx, name: 0xefffd91c,
namelen: 16) = -1 – errno =
EADDRINUSE
name:
0000 00 02 52 6C 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00

The LDAP server is
unable to listen on the
specified port because
another process is
already using it.

1. Decode the port number from
the name: parameter given in the
message. For example, 00 02 52
6C 00 00 means that the length
of the number os 0x0002 (the
following 2 bytes). Its value is
0x526C, or 21100 decimal.

2. Use the netstat command to
determine which process is using
this port number.

3. Choose another port for the
LDAP server.
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Message Reason Action to Take

DIR.X Ldapserver RPC error : "RPC-
port mapper initialization failed"

The LDAP server cannot
establish its own port
mapper.

Check the log file for the
EACCES or EADDRINUSE error
messages described in this table.

Cannot register service: RPC: Timed
out

The LDAP server cannot
export its interface to the
RPC port mapper.

Correct the setting in the
DIRX_PMAP_PORT
environment variable.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 73 reason:
Reading of LDAPConfiguration
failed!)"

The LDAP server cannot
connect to its contact
DSA to read its
configuration subentry.

Ensure that the contact DSA's
transport selector, IP address,
and port number are specified
properly in the file
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxldap.cfg

"LDAP Server exit (code: 42 reason:
DAM_INITIALIZE failed!)"

The LDAP server failed
to read the dirxabbr file.

Ensure that the file
/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxabbr is
present and that it does not
contain illegal values.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 48 reason:
Character Conversion initialization
failed!)"

The LDAP server cannot
initialize character
conversion.

This is a severe internal error
that should not occur unless DirX
has been improperly installed.
Uninstall, then reinstall the DirX
client package

"LDAP Server exit (code: 49 reason:
Regular Server Termination failed!)"

The LDAP server was
unable to terminate its
threads and perform an
orderly shutdown.

No action necessary

"LDAP Server exit (code: 54 reason:
Cannot initialize OSS EnDecoding for
LdapCtrlTable!)"

The LDAP server's
internal ASN.1 encoding
and decoding system
could not be initialized.

1. Ensure that system resources
(memory, file handles, and so on)
are sufficient for LDAP server
operation.

2. Try to restart the LDAP server.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 60 reason:
Caught signal SIGTERM!)"

(UNIX systems only)
The LDAP server
received a SIGTERM
signal to perform an
orderly shutdown

Check to see whether the signal
might have been issued to the
LDAP server by another program
that is not operating properly.
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Message Reason Action to Take

"LDAP Server exit (code: 72 reason:
WSA Startup failed!)"

(Windows NT only)
Internal error.

TCP/IP is not installed properly
or is currently not available. The
LDAP server will be restarted
automatically.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 74 reason:
CTX Memory exceeded!)"

(UNIX systems only)
There is no more
memory available for the
LDAP server process.

1. Check the value specified in
the environment variable
DIRX_CTX_LIMIT (which defines
the maximum amount of memory
available for a single DirX
process. Ensure that it specifies
an adequate maximum memory
size.

2. Increase the system's physical
memory/swap size. The LDAP
server will be restarted
automatically.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 75 reason:
Main loop broken!)"

The LDAP server has
stopped operating
because of an internal
unexpected condition.

No action necessary. The LDAPs
erver will be restarted
automatically.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 77 reason:
DirxAbbr-Decoding Error - Unknown
Syntax in ATTR_TYPE_DESCR!)"

The LDAP server has
detected an illegal
attribute type syntax in
the DSA schema.

Check the contents of the DSA
schema and the contents of the
/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxabbr file
content

"LDAP Server exit (code: 78 reason:
DirxAbbr-Decoding Error - Unknown
Syntax in
OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR!)"

The LDAP server has
detected an illegal object
class syntax in the DSA
schema.

Check the contents of the DSA
schema and the contents of the
/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxabbr file
content

"LDAP Server exit (code: 80 reason:
RPC-Thread/ListenThread
initialization!)"

A fatal error occurred
during LDAP server
threads startup.

Check the LDAP server trace log
file for more details.

Check system resources (ports,
threads, handles, memory). The
LDAP server will be restarted
automatically.
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Message Reason Action to Take

"LDAP Server exit (code: 43 reason:
ipl_dll_init() failed!)"

(only if SSL is enabled)

On UNIX systems: The
LDAP server cannot
open the SSL libraries
(libiplsec.so,
libiplutils.so) These files
are expected to exist in
the opt/dirx/lib
subdirectory.

On Windows NT: The
LDAP server cannot
open the SSL libraries
(iplsec.dll, iplutils.dll)
These files are expected
to exist in the opt/dirx/bin
subdirectory.

On UNIX systems: check the
/opt/dirx/lib subdirectory and
ensure that the libraries
libiplsec.so and libiplutils.so
are present.

On Windows NT: check the
/opt/dirx/bin subdirectory and
ensure that the libraries
iplsec.dll and iplutils.dll are
present.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 44 reason:
IPL_Initialize() failed!)"

(only if SSL is enabled)

Severe internal error. The
SSL interface could not
be initialized.

1. Increase the SSL log level and
restart the LDAP server.

2. Examine the messages in the
SSL log file
/opt/dirx/ldap/log/iplnnn.log)

3. If using SSL is not explicitly
necessary, set the LSPN user
attribute (which specifies the port
for SSL) to 0 in the LDAP
configuration subentry.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 45 reason:
SEC_initialize() failed!)"

(only if SSL is enabled)

Severe internal error. The
SSL interface could not
be initailized.

1. Increase the SSL log level and
restart the LDAP server.

2. Examine the messages in the
SSL log file
/opt/dirx/ldap/log/iplnnn.log)

3. If using SSL is not explicitly
necessary, set the LSPN user
attribute (which specifies the port
for SSL) to 0 in the LDAP
configuration subentry.
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Message Reason Action to Take

"LDAP Server exit (code: 46 reason:
PKCS12 SSL certificate file not
found!)"

(only if SSL is enabled)

The LDAP server cannot
find the PKCS12 file for
the server's
authentication.

Check the filename in the SSL
configuration subentry. The
default location is:
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/cert_ldapser
ver.p12). The file must contain a
valid PKCS12 authentication.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 50 reason:
No SSL random seed file found!)"

(only if SSL is enabled)

The LDAP server cannot
find the SSL random
seed file.

The SSL random seed file is
created during DirX installation
and has the pathname
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxldap_ran
d.bin. Ensure that this file exists
at the correct location, that it has
the correct name, and that it is
256 bytes in size.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 51 reason:
No SSL password file found!)"

(only if SSL is enabled)

The LDAP server cannot
locate the PKCS12
password file for the
server's PKCS12
authentication.

Check the PKCS12 password file
pathname that is specified in the
SSL configuration subentry. The
default pathname is
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirx_pkcs12.
pwd.

If this password file does not
exist, create it with an ASCII text
editor and supply the SSL
password for the LDAP server in
this file.

"LDAP Server exit (code: 52 reason:
Cannot open SSL password file!)"

"LDAP Server exit (code: 53 reason:
Cannot read in SSL password file!)"

(only if SSL is enabled)

The LDAP server cannot
read the PKCS12
password file.

Check the access rights, size,
and content of the PKCS12
password file
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirx_pkcs12.
pwd. The file must contain the
password in plain ASCII text.
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Appendix

B DirX Binary Exit Codes

This appendix lists the exit codes for the DirX binaries installed with the DirX client and
DirX server packages and the reason for the exit code, when possible. The DirX binaries
write these exit codes to stderr or to their exception log files. All binaries usually return the
exit code 0 (zero) on success.

B.1 amscomp Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the amscomp internal binary.
amscomp is a component of the DirX client and the DirX server packages.

Table 40: amscomp Exit Codes

Code Message Reason

1 amscomp: Unable to initialize
serviceability, status: 0x%lx

1 Invalid switch detected
USAGE: ndscomp\n
[-h<workspace size>]
[-n<# of net-address description
entries>]
[-o\<NDS-configuration data base
file]
[-v\<1|2>] = verbose mode (1),
extended verbose mode (2)
<NDS-configuration source file>

The ndscomp program was
called with incorrect syntax

1 Parser: Can't allocate work space
memory (10240 bytes)

The program was not able to
allocate work space memory. If
possible, specify a smaller
work space using the –h
switch.
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Code Message Reason

1 Parser: Can't allocate memory for
net-address descriptions (512
bytes)

The program was not able to
allocate memory for net-
address descriptions. If
possible, specify a smaller
number of net-addresses using
the –n switch.

1 Parser: No interface description
found

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: Maximum number of
interface descriptions exceeded
(maximum = 3)

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: Inconsistent use of
interface names

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Maximum number of profile
descriptions exceeded (maximum =
32)

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: No NSAP-address found The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: Inconsistent use of profile-
ID

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: Profile priority already
exists

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Maximum number of net-address
descriptions exceeded (maximum =
512)

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: compiling NSAP-address
regular expression failed

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: X.121-information missing
(e.g. DCC/DNIC)

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.
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Code Message Reason

1 Parser: E.164-information missing
(e.g. CC/NDC)

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: E.163-information missing
(e.g. CC/NP)

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: (Sub-)profile information
missing

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Parser: Allocating memory for
option value failed

The program was not able to
allocate memory for an NSAP
address option value.

1 Parser: Unknown representation
for option detected

The program has detected an
unknown representation value
associated with an option.

1 Parser: Insufficient work space
memory

The program has detected an
insufficient work space.
Increase the work space using
the –h switch.

1 Lexical analyser: syntax error The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Lexical analyser: same DSP-part
number specified twice

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Lexical analyser: port number
range exceeded (port = 33333,
maximum = 32767)

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

1 Lexical analyser: multiple use of
same CC
(communicationcontroller)-line
number

The program has detected a
syntax error in the NDS
configuration source file.

B.2 dirxadm Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxadm administrative binary.
dirxadm is a component of the DirX client and the DirX server packages.
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Table 41: dirxadm Exit Codes

Code Message Reason

1 Initialization of Serviceability failed
(Status(Hex): %x

Problem during the evaluation
of a DirX logging configuration
file.

1 Dirxadm: Incorrect usage.
Usage: dirxcp [filename]
dirxadm [-c "<commands>"|-V]

dirxadm was invoked with
invalid arguments.

2 Dirxadm: File %s does not exist. The file name specified as the
dirxadm argument does not
exist. Ensure that the file exists
with the proper access
permissions and try again.

3 Error: %s Evaluation of the Tcl-file failed

4 Error: %s Evaluation of the Tcl-commands
failed

5 %s Error during the evaluation of
files during program startup

8 Initialization of thread environment
failed
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B.3 dirxauddecode Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxauddecode binary.
dirxauddecode is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 42: dirxauddecode Exit Codes

Code Message Reason

1 SVC-Initialization failed (status =
%#x)

Problem during the evaluation
of a DirX logging configuration
file.

1 Usage: dirxauddecode
-i <input audit file>
 [-a <ASCII audit file>]
 [-e <export file name>]
 [-p (dap|disp|dsp|local)
 [-o (read| compare| abandon| list|
search| add|
remove| modify| bind| unbind|
moddn| abort|
coord_shadow_update|
req_shadow_update|
update_shadow|
update_scheduled|
clean_up_shadow_journal|
aud_delete_shadow)]

The dirxauddecode program
was called with incorrect
command syntax.

1 Failed to initalize the
DIRX_ABBR_FILE (failure at line
%d)

1 Failed to initalize the OSS
environment

1 CONTEXT-Initialization failed
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B.4 dirxcheck Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxcheck database checking
and repair binary. dirxcheck is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 43: dirxcheck Exit Codes

Code Message

1 SVC-Initialization failed (status = %#x)

1 ERROR: can't use -B<n> on multiple files

1 Warning from subcomponent D-ISAM: freopen failed!

B.5 dirxcp Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxcp administrative binary.
dirxcp is a component of the DirX client and the DirX server packages.

Table 44: dirxcp Exit Codes

Code Message Reason

1 Initialization of Serviceability failed
(Status(Hex): %x

Problem during evaluation of a
DirX logging configuration file.

1 dirxcp: Incorrect usage.
Usage: dirxcp [filename]
dirxcp [-c "<commands>"|-V]

dirxcp was invoked with invalid
arguments.

2 Dirxcp: File %s does not exist. The file name specified as the
dirxcp argument does not exist.
Ensure that the file exists with
the proper access permissions
and try again.

3 Error: %s Evaluation of the Tcl-file failed

4 Error: %s Evaluation of the Tcl-commands
failed

5 %s Error during the evaluation of
files during program startup
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B.6 dirxdsa Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxdsa server binary. The
dirxdsa binary is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 45: dirxdsa Exit Codes

Code Message Reason

1 user wants exit on error
(IDX_EXIT_ON_ERR=on)

2 SVC-Initialization failed

2 Can't change to dir "%s": rc: %d
errno: %d

2 Can't parse cmd "%s": rc: %d errno:
%d

2 Can't execute "%s": rc: %d errno: %d

3 Initialization of socket library failed
(errno = %d)

4 dbpathname does not exist! Dbpathname does not exist
or is not a directory.

5 USAGE: dirxdsa -d <dbpathname>

6 USAGE: dirxdsa -d<dbpathname> Dbpathname is empty

7 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Attach at ICOM as system
administration subscriber
failed

8 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Attach at ICOM as system
administration subscriber
failed

9 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Create context ID for memory
allocated by the initialisation
failed.
Initialisation of the OSS
runtime system failed.
Creation of data-keys failed.

10 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Thread creation failed

11 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Initialization of Mutex failed
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Code Message Reason

12 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Initialization of Mutex failed

13 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Initialization of Mutex failed

14 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Initialization of the database
failed

15 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Initialization of authentication
used in DSA and DUA failed

16 Initialisation of DSA is not possible ! Initialization of bind table
failed

17 Initialisation not possible, terminate
DSA process

64 OSI-Thread termination due to an
unrecoverable problem

B.7 dirxdsas Exit Messages
The following table shows the exit messages returned by the dirxdsas (UNIX) binary.
The dirxdsas binary is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 46: dirxdsas Exit Messages

Message

/opt/dirx/ldap/log does not exist!

/opt/dirx/server/log does not exist!

Can't allocate memory for Ldap-Names.

dbpathname does not exist!

dirxdsa does not exist!

dirxdsas: missing parameter

dirxldapv3 does not exist!

execvp of dirxdsa failed: errno = %d

stderr cannot be redirected to the file %s.

SVC-Initialization failed
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B.8 dirxdumplog Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxdumplog information-
decoding binary. dirxdumplog is a component of the DirX client and the DirX server
packages.

Table 47: dirxdumplog Exit Codes

Code Message

1 Usage: %s <[-a] [-c [!] component_list] [-l lookahead]
[-m] [-p] [-s [!] subcomp_list] [-t [!] thread_list]
directory_logfile(s)> |
<-T -[tranport_options] transport_interface_logfile> | <-V>

1 Can't execute transport interface dump program

1 Error opening log file "%s": %s

1 WARNING: Error reading log-entry %d at offset %#x: %s
Giving up !

1 ERROR: Out of memory

B.9 dirxgennsap Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxgennsap binary. The
dirxgennsap binary is a component of the DirX client and the DirX server packages.

Table 48: dirxgennsap Exit Codes

Code Message

1 ERROR(%d): USAGE: dirxgennsap <NSAP-format input-file>

1 Message  ERROR(%d):
(IDP format Name = '%s')
(DSP format Name = '%s')
(DSP part Flags = '%s')
Not allowed to overwrite the input file ('%s') with the the output file
('%s') <NSAP-format output-file>

1 ERROR(%d): can't open '%s' (errno = %d)

1 ERROR(%d): Unable to allocate memory

1 ERROR(%d): Invalid NSAP-format description
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Code Message

1 ERROR(%d): Unknown IDP-format -> %s

1 ERROR(%d): IDP-format description already available -> %s

1 ERROR(%d): No IDP-format description available

1 ERROR(%d): Wrong size or range of IDI -> %s

1 ERROR(%d): Wrong IDI-format

1 ERROR(%d): Wrong DSP-format -> %s

1 ERROR(%d): Wrong # of DSP-parts

1 ERROR(%d):
(IDP format Name = '%s')
(DSP format Name = '%s')
(DSP Part Flags = '%s')
If a DSP part is specified optional all the subsequent parts must also
be specified optional

1 ERROR(%d): Wrong size of DSP (%s) -> %d

1 ERROR(%d):
(IDP format Name = '%s')
(DSP format name = '%s')
(DSP part Flags = '%s')
In Binary DSP Syntax the total size of non variable, non optional DSP
parts must be integeral number of octets

1 ERROR(%d): DSP-format description required -> %s

1 ERROR(%d): no NSAP-format description found

1 ERROR(%d): IDI-value/range resp. DSP-format-ID collision -> %.*s
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B.10 dirxldapv3 Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxldapv3 binary. The
dirxldapv3 binary is a component of the DirX client and the DirX server packages.

Table 49: dirxldapv3 Exit Codes

Code Message

0 dirxldapv3 [-n <configuration>] [-rpcport <port>]

40 Cannot initialize logging

41 Invalid value supplied for DIRX_DIRSTR_CHOICE environment!

42 DAM_INITIALIZE failed!

43 ipl_dll_init() failed!

44 IPL_Initialize() failed!

45 SEC_initialize() failed!

46 PKCS12 SSL certificate file not found!

47 No SSL CA root file found!

48 Character Conversion initialization failed!

49 Regular Server Termination failed!

50 No SSL random seed file found!

51 No SSL password file found!

52 Cannot open SSL pasword file!

53 Cannot read in SSL pasword file!

54 Cannot initialize OSS EnDecoding for LdapCtrlTable!

60 Caught signal SIGTERM!

61 RPC Termination!

62 Unknown command line option!

72 WSA Startup failed!

73 Reading of LDAPConfiguration failed!

74 CTX Memory exceeded!

75 Main loop broken!
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Code Message

77 DirxAbbr-Decoding Error – Unknown Syntax in ATTR_TYPE_DESCR!

78 DirxAbbr-Decoding Error - Unknown Syntax in
OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR!

79 Write to stdout failed!

80 RPC-Thread/ListenThread initialization!

B.11 dirxlist Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxlist database checking and
repair binary. dirxlist is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 50: dirxlist Exit Codes

Code Message

0 Error %d opening %s

1 SVC-Initialization failed (status = %#x)

B.12 dirxpack Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxpack database checking
and repair binary. dirxpack is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 51: dirxpack Exit Codes

Code Message

1 Warning from subcomponent D-ISAM: freopen failed!

1 SVC-Initialization failed (status = %#x)
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B.13 dirxreorg Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxreorg database checking
and repair binary. dirxreorg is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 52: dirxreorg Exit Codes

Code Message

0 Stop after restoring %d entries!

0 Stop after restoring DSE ID %ld!

1 Allocation of %d byte failed - cannot continue!

1 Stop after recover!

1 index corrupted! last DSE ID: %ld, %s, count: %d

1 idbopen call failed, DSE %s, id %ld

1 Error: open of %s failed!

1 Error from isopen! line %d

1 user wants exit on error (IDX_EXIT_ON_ERR=on)

3 USAGE: dirxreorg \
<usage-information>

4 USAGE: dirxreorg \
<usage-information>

4 USAGE: dirxreorg ..
The new_database_path has to differ from old_database_path!

5 USAGE: dirxreorg ..
No new database allowed with option -ctr!

10 SVC-Initialization failed

15 Error initializing inmemory transactions

16 Error initializing inmemory transactions

21 Error copying schema or make empty DB !

22 Error initialising database !

25 idb open of old database failed !

26 idb open of new database failed !
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Code Message

27 Error restoring root !

27 setting of new unique ID failed !

28 Reorganization of DB failed - %ld entries restored !

B.14 dirxsrv.exe Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the dirxsrv.exe binary (Windows NT
only). The dirxsrv.exe binary is a component of the DirX client and the DirX server
packages.

Table 53: dirxsrv.exe Exit Codes

Code Message

1 SVC-Initialization failed (status = %#x)

B.15 mkbootsch Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the mkbootsch internal binary.
mkbootsch is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 54: mkbootsch Exit Codes

Code Message

1 SVC-Initialization failed

2 dbpathname does not exist (%s)

3 Usage:   mkbootsch [-c|-p|-b] [-l] [-d<dbpathname>]

4 Initialization of asn1 coding and thread environment for DISAM failed

5 Initialization of asn1 coding and thread environment for DISAM failed

6 Bootschema failed (attributes)

7 Bootschema failed (objclasses)

8 Bootschema failed (nameforms)

9 Bootschema failed (atype)

10 Bootschema failed (ldapnames)
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Code Message

11 Print out bootschema failed (attributes)

12 Print out bootschema failed (atype)

13 Print out bootschema failed (objclasses)

14 Print out bootschema failed (nameforms)

15 Print out bootschema failed (ldapnames)

B.16 mkdb Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the mkdb internal binary. mkdb is a
component of the DirX server package.

Table 55: mkdb Exit Codes

Code Message

1 SVC-Initialization failed

1 Read of global schema failed !

1 supportedApplContext not found in Ate !

1 global schema mod time not found in Ate !

1 Reading of dbpol file failed !

1 Generation of objects file failed !

1 Generation of subordinates file failed !

1 Generation of dsetypes file failed !

1 Generation of dseids file failed !

1 Generation of values file failed !

1 Generation of index files failed !

1 Generation of substr file failed !

1 Generation of cnet file failed !

1 Writing the data version file failed

1 Can not unlink '%s'

1 user wants exit on error (IDX_EXIT_ON_ERR=on)
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3 dsa_db_path does not exist (%s)

4 portnumber not in range (0 - 99) !

5 mkdb -d<dbpathname

7 Create data key failed !

B.17 mkdbconf Exit Codes
The following table shows the exit codes returned by the mkdbconf internal binary.
mkdbconf is a component of the DirX server package.

Table 56: mkdbconf Exit Codes

Code Message

1 SVC-Initialization failed

1 Generation of dbpol file failed !

1 Generation of afte file failed !

1 Generation of words file failed !

1 Read of global schema failed !

1 Generation of adte file failed !

1 user wants exit on error (IDX_EXIT_ON_ERR=on)

3 dsa_db_path does not exist (%s)

3 naming context depth should be between 6 and 20 !

4 mkdbconf -d<dbpathname>

7 Initialisation of the DSA is not possible !
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How to use the softbook

1 Structure

The softbook contains several chapters, plus possibly glossary, index, title sheet, table of contents,
copyright and notes on how to use the softbook. The order in which they are listed here is the order in
which they appear, i.e. the notes are at the end.

Changes and additions made after the copy deadline are documented as "current information" and
can be found after the keywords in the softbook.

2 Printing the softbook

For best results print to a PostScript printer.

You can print either the contents of the entire softbook (maximal 255 pages at a time) or particular
pages. You can find help for printing problems in the readme file located in the program folder of
Acrobat reader.

3 Navigating

You can navigate through the softbook e.g. by paging up and down one page at a time or by retracing
your steps through the document (previous view).

In the following some navigational structures are described.

a Bookmarks

The bookmarks palette in the navigation pane contains the structure of the softbook in the form of a
visual table of contents. The texts and numbering appearing on the bookmarks correspond to the
chapter headings. When you open the softbook, initially only the first-level headings are displayed.

The bookmarks are used to jump direct to the individual chapters and sections of the softbook.

b Index

The page numbers quoted after the keywords are in general linked to the corresponding pages. A click
on the sensitive area will take you to the page containing the keyword.

4 Full-Text Index

This online documentation set also provides a full-text index generated by Acrobat Catalog. To use
this index you need Adobe Acrobat Reader plus Search.

The full-text index includes all online manuals of DirX and DirXmetahub. All word options
(Case sensitive, Sounds Like, and Word Stemming) were enabled when the index was built. There
were no numbers or stopwords excluded from the index.
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